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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is the final report for the Clearfield disassembly evaluation and a continuation
of the KSC postflight assessment for the RSRM-28 (STS-53) RSRM flight set. All observed
hardware conditions were documented on PFORs and are included in Appendices A through
C. Appendices D and E contain the measurements and safety factor data for the nozzle and
insulation components. This report, along with the KSC Ten-Day Postflight Hardware
Evaluation Report (TWR-64215), represents a summary of the RSRM-28 hardware
evaluation. The as-flown hardware configuration is documented in TWR-63638.
Disassembly evaluation photograph numbers are logged in TWA-1989.
The RSRM-28 flight set disassembly evaluations described in this document were performed
at the RSRM Refurbishment Facility in Clearfield, Utah. The final factory joint demate
occurred on July 15, 1993. Additional time was required to perform the evaluation of the
stiffener rings per Special Issue 4.1.5.2 because of the washout schedule. The release of this
report was after completion of all Special Issues per Program Management direction.
Detailed evaluations were performed in accordance with the Clearfield PEEP, TWR-50051,
Revision A. All observations were compared against limits that are also defined in the PEEE
These limits outline the criteria for categorizing the observations as acceptable, reportable,
or critical. Hardware conditions that were unexpected and/or determined to be reportable or
critical were evaluated by the applicable team and tracked through the PFAR system.
Figure 1 shows the RSRM Case Configuration.
i!
Fo ard,so,mon,.
Forward Dome
*Casting Segments
Factory Joint Factory Joint f Facto_ Joint --_
-11" °rwardCen_ler:_egment 11-AftCent_lrSegment° ]_"_l--AftSe_ ment* --_1-1 I
_
Field Joint Field Joint Field Joint --/ Attach Stiffener Stiffener Dome
Figure 1. Case Configuration
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2.0 REFERENCES
The following documents are referenced herein:
CPWl-3600A Prime Equipment End Item Detail Specification, Part I of Two Parts;
Performance, Design, and Verification Requirements, Space Shuttle
Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor CPW1-3600 For Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Motor Project, Operational Flight Motors (RSRM-4 and
subsequent)
TWA-1989 RSRM-28, STS-53, Clearfield Postflight Photo Log
TWR-50050 KSC Post-flight Engineering Evaluation Plan (PEEP)
TWR-50051 Clearfield Posfflight Engineering Evaluation Plan (PEEP)
TWR-63638 STS-53, RSRM-28, KSC Processing Configuration and Data Report
TWR-64213 Postflight Hardware Special Issues, RSRM-28 (STS-53), Clearfield
TWR-64215 KSC Ten-Day Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report, RSRM-28
(STS-53)
TWR-64217 RSRM-28 (STS-53) Postflight Assessment at KSC/Clearfield
TWR-64222 Final Post-flight Hardware Evaluation Report, RSRM-29 (STS-54)
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3.0 EVALUATION SUMMARY
Table I provides a summary of all postflight-related Squawks/Preliminary PFARs, PFARs,
IFAs, and SPRs for RSRM-28.
Table I. Summary of RSRM-28 Problems
Squawks/Prelim. PFARs
KSC 12
Clearfield 12
Total 24
PFAR_ IFAs SPRs
7 0 0
--4 0 0
11 0 0
A list of all RSRM-28 PFARs is included in Table II. This includes Squawks (written at KSC)
and Preliminary PFARs (written at Clearfield) that were written and not elevated to PFARs.
Information relating to postflight Squawks can be found in TWR-64215.
3.1 CEI Specification Compliance
Based on hardware evaluations at KSC and Clearfield, as defined in the respective PEEPs
(TWR-50050, Revision C and TWR-50051, Revision A), all CEI (CPW1-3600A) motor
performance requirements were met.
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4.0 COMPONENT EVALUATIONS
The following sections detail, by component, the hardware conditions observed at Clearfield.
4.1 Insulation
Internal insulation evaluations of the igniters, case acreage, joints, and liners are summarized
in the following sections. PFORs documenting the observations are found in Appendix A.
Only the LH motor was evaluated as specified in the Clearfield PEEP.
4.1.1 Thermal Performance Evaluation
Summaries of the safety factors for the nozzle-to-case joint, field joint, factory joint, case
acreage and igniter adapter insulation are found in Table III through Table VI, respectively.
All safety factors for these areas can be found in Appendix E, Tables E-I through E-XI. All
joint insulation regions, including factory joints, must meet a minimum safety factor of 2.0. A
minimum safety factor of 1.5 is required in the acreage insulation regions.
Preliminary PFAR 53C-12 was written for an apparent CSF violation on the LH forward
segment (see Table 5). The apparent violation occurred at the 371.0 inch station. The prefire
data at that location appeared to be in error, resulting in an inflated material decomposition
depth. All other safety factors were within CEI specification limits. All thermal protection
requirements were met.
4.1.2 Internal Insulation Samples
The Clearfield PEEP specified that removal of standard insulation samples was not required
on RSRM-28. Aft dome samples were removed per Special Issues (see Section 4.1.5.1).
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Table III. Summary of RSRM-28 Nozzle-to-Case Joint and Field Joint Insulation
Safety Factors
Nozzle-to-Case Joint, LH
Min. Compliance Min. Actual
Safety Factor Safety Factor
(CSF_ * Degree Location _ASF_ *
3.6 0.0, 46.8 4.1
Degree Location
0.0, 46.8
Aft Field Joint, LH 5.2 136.0 5.5 136.0
Center Field Joint, LH 14.5 136.0 15.3 136.0
Forward Field Joint, LH 15.3 90.0 16.2 90.0
* Minimum required joint insulation safety factor is 2.0.
Table IV. Summary of RSRM-28 Factory Joint Insulation Safety Factors
Min.
Station Compliance Safety Degree Min. Actual Safety
Joint finches_ Factor (CS1;3 * Location F_lctor (ASF) *
Aft Dome/ 56.0 3.83 0.0 4.57
Stiffener, LH
Stiffener/ 177.7 2.62 0.0 4.00
Stiffener, LH
Stiffener/ET 299.1 3.41 180.0 5.62
Attach, LH
Aft Center, 161.4 2.88 270.0 7.38
LH
Forward Center, 161.4 3.15 0.0 7.48
LH
ForwardCylinder/ 162.0 2.91 154.0 4.16
Cylinder, I.J-I
Forward Dome/ 321.0 2.53 154.0 3.06
Cylinder, LH
* Minimum required joint insulation safety factor is 2.0.
Degree
Location
0.0
0.0
180.0
270.0
0.0
154.0
154.0
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Table V.
Semnent
Aft Dome, LH
Aft, LH
Aft Center, LH
Forward Ctr., LH
Forward, LH
Summary of RSRM-28 Case Acreage Insulation Safety Factors
Min. Min. Actual
Compliance Safety Station Degree Safety Factor Station
Factor (CSF) * (inches) Location (ASF) * (inches)
2.63 45.0 46.8 2.89 33.0
2.15 133.0 0.0 2.37 145.5
2.23 11.0 46.0 3.03 11.0
5.19 11.0 270.0 5.84 30.7
1.10"* 371.0 270.0 2.00 371.0
Minimum required case acreage insulation safety factor is 1.5.
Preliminary PFAR 53C-12 written for an apparent CSF violation
Table VI. Summary of RSRM-28 Igniter Adapter and Outer Joint Insulation
Safety Factors
Min. Min. Actual
Compliance Safety Degree Safety Factor
Factor (CSF) * Station Location (ASF) * Station
LH Adapter
RH Adapter
LH Outer Joint
2.40 11 180.0 2.87 11
2.57 11 330.0 3.07 11
3.38 403.0 in. 90.0 3.81 403.0 in.
4.1.3
Degree
Location
270.0
316.8
46.0
226.0
270.0
Degree
Location
180.0
330.0
90.0
Minimum required safety factors are 1.5 for the igniter adapter acreage and 2.0 for
the igniter joints.
Liner
Detailed liner maps are included in Appendix A. The remaining liner patterns were typical of
past flight motors.
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4.1.4 Igniter Nozzle Insert
LH
The postflight igniter nozzle insert throat diameter measurements were 6.350 inches at 0
degrees, 6.318 inches at 60 degrees, and 6.390 inches at 120 degrees. Using the maximum
postfire measurement provides a thermal factor of safety of 8.7.
RH
The postflight igniter nozzle insert throat diameter measurements were 6.311 inches at 0
degrees, 6.360 inches at 60 degrees, and 6.305 inches at 120 degrees. Using the maximum
postfire measurement provides a thermal factor of safety of 10.9.
4.1.5 Results of Special Issues and Concerns (Insulation)
TWR-64213 identified areas for special evaluation of RSRM-28 at Clearfield.
insulation issues are listed below with their respective results.
The
1. Condition: Density variations in the RSRM-29A aft dome C/F EPDM were noted
during x-ray inspection. This condition is to be compared with a nominal
layup such as RSRM-28. The RSRM-28 aft dome samples will be dissected
and compared, to RSRM-29A.
Results: Samples were removed from the LH aft dome at 0, 120, and 240 degrees.
The aft segment was x-rayed preflight and was found to be normal with no
density variations. These samples will be retained and compared with
RSRM-29A. Results are to be documented in TWR-64222.
2. Condition:
Results:
Chemlok primer and adhesive now extends to the ends of the stiffener rings
(under the splice plates) so that all bare metal is covered.
Five of the nine stiffener rings from the LH side and six of the nine from the
RH side were washed out and evaluated at the Clearfield H-7 facility. The
remaining seven stiffener rings had not yet been washed out and will not be
evaluated. None of the eleven stiffener rings that were evaluated showed
any evidence of corrosion in the Chemloked areas.
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4.2 Case. Seals, and Joints
Seal and joint evaluations of the S&As, factory joints, internal nozzle joints, ports, and port
plugs were performed. PFORs documenting the observations are found in Appendix B.
4.2.1 S&As
Figure 2 shows the Safe and Arm device (S&A) configuration. The S&As were disassembled
on December 21, 1992 at the Cleartield H-5 facility.
One anomalous condition was observed. Minor thread damage (two small dings) was
observed on the first thread of the sating pin retainer (arming monitor). Small metal shavings
were present in the sating pin retainer cap. (See Preliminary PFAR 53C-08.)
4.2.2 Factory Joints
The factory joints were inspected by Quality Assurance at Clearfield. All fourteen factory
joints were in good condition with no heavy corrosion reported on any of the joints. No
O-ring heat effects or erosion were observed.
4.2.3 Internal Nozzle Joints
Details can be found in Section 4.3.
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4.2.4 Ports and Port Plugs
Plug breakaway and running torques are documented on PFORs in Appendix B.
S&As
Two anomalous conditions were observed. Two cuts were seen on the H-I 126-degree
barrier-booster leak check plug O-ring OD. The first cut measured 0.015 inch long and did
not leave a flap of material. The second cut left a flap of material and measured 0.025 inch
circumferentially and 0.030 inch axially. (See Preliminary PFAR 53C-09.) One cut was
observed on the RH 126-degree barrier-booster leak check plug O-ring OD. The cut
measured 0.005 inch circumferentially and 0.010 inch axially. (See Preliminary PFAR
53C-10.)
Facf;ory Joints
No anomalous conditions were observed on any of the factory joint leak check ports, plugs, or
O-rings.
Internal Nozzle Joints
No anomalous conditions were observed on any of the internal nozzle joint leak check ports,
plugs, or O-rings.
4.2.5 Results of Special Issues and Concerns (Case, Seals, and Joints)
TWR-64213 identified areas for special evaluation of RSRM-28 at Clearfield. The case,
seals, and joints issues are listed below with their respective results.
1. Condition: Corrosion (pitting) has been documented in previous case Y-joint regions.
Minimization of corrosion on future hardware is desirable.
Results: Assessment was not done.
2. Condition: The Joint 5 (LH) low pressure leak rate was the highest seen to date (0.076
sccs) but was within the specification limit (0.082 sccs).
Results: No anomalous conditions were observed and grease application was
nominal.
3. Condition: The 306-degree leak check plug in the LH and RH Barrier-Booster
housings (S&A joint) was removed at KSC. The plugs and ports were
evaluated at KSC and observations were documented in the KSC Ten-Day
Report (TWR-64215). Plastic protective caps were installed into the
exposed ports.
Results: No further assessment of the LH or RH 306-degree leak plugs, ports, or
O-rings was required at Clearfield.
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4.3 Nozzle
Figure 3 shows the internal nozzle joint configuration. Also shown in Figure 3 are the
materials used in the nozzle. The internal nozzle joints were disassembled on December 15
and 16, 1992 at the Clearfield H-6 facility.
The condition of the RSRM-28 nozzle internal joints was generally typical of previous flight
nozzles. RTV was below the char line in all joints. The primary and secondary O-rings in all
joints showed no signs of blowby, erosion, or heat effects. There was no significant metal
hardware damage.
The following sections provide detailed assessments of nozzle internal joints, bondlines, char
and erosion performance, flex boot, bearing protector, and flex bearing performance, and
throat erosion data. The outcome of special issues and concerns for this nozzle flight set is
also presented. PFORs documenting the observations are found in Appendices B and C.
4.3.1 Nose Inlet/Forward End Ring/Cowl (Joint 2)
LH
No anomalous conditions were observed. Typical scalloped shaped soot was observed to the
bolt hole circle intermittently full circumference. Soot reached the primary O-ring
intermittently full circumference. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed, with the
exception of one burnish mark caused by disassembly on the nose inlet housing secondary seal
surface.
The forward end ring OD had intermittent bubbled paint full circumference (0.10 inch
diameter maximum). Both the top coat and primer were bubbled. A clear liquid was present
in the bubbles. There was no corrosion or signs of heat affect. (See Preliminary PFAR
53C-02.)
The RTV coverage was nominal with typical mixing of RTV and adhesive. Typical soot
entered the joint between layers of RTV and adhesive.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was observed on the forward end chamfer of the
cowl housing from 205-to-305 degrees. Intermittent medium-to-heavy corrosion was
observed on the ID of cowl housing flange full circumference. Light corrosion was observed
on the forward end ring flange forward face full circumference. No metal damage was
observed.
No separations were observed on the cowl assembly or aft end of the nose cap.
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Figure 3. Internal Nozzle Joint Configuration
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RH
No anomalous conditions were observed. Soot reached the primary O-ring intermittently
from 90-to-185 degrees. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
The forward end ring OD had intermittent bubbled paint full circumference (0.10 inch
diameter maximum). Both the top coat and primer were bubbled. A clear liquid was present
in the bubbles. There was no corrosion or signs of heat affect. (See Preliminary PFAR
53C-03.)
The RTV coverage was nominal with typical mixing of RTV and adhesive. Typical soot
entered the joint between layers of RTV and adhesive.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was observed on the forward end chamfer of the
cowl housing from 28-to-35, 93-to-118, 190-to-202, and 230-to-240 degrees. Intermittent
medium-to-heavy corrosion was observed on the ID of the cowl housing flange full
circumference. Intermittent light corrosion was observed on the forward end ring flange
forward face outboard of the secondary O-ring groove. Intermittent light-to-medium
corrosion was observed on the nose inlet housing aft face full circumference inboard of the
secondary O-ring groove. No metal damage was observed.
No separations were observed on the cowl assembly or aft end of the nose cap.
4.3.2 Nose Inlet/Throat (Joint 3)
LH
One anomalous conditions was observed. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
RTV was below the char line over the complete circumference. No gas paths were observed in
the joint.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Intermittent light-to-medium corrosion was observed inboard of the primary
O-ring groove on both the nose inlet and throat housings. Intermittent bubbled paint (0.08
inch diameter maximum) was observed on the OD surface of the throat housing flange with
clear fluid in the bubbles. Both the topcoat and primer were bubbled.No corrosion or signs of
heat affect were present in the bubbled regions. (See Preliminary PFAR 53C-04.) No metal
damage was observed.
No separations were observed on the nose inlet assembly. The forward end of the throat
assembly was separated full circumference metal-to-adhesive with a maximum radial width
of 0.010 inch.
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RH
One anomalous condition was observed. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
RTV was below the char line over the complete circumference. No gas paths were observed in
the joint.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Intermittent light-to-medium corrosion was observed inboard of the primary
O-ring groove on both the nose inlet and throat housings. Intermittent bubbled paint (0.05
inch diameter maximum) was observed on the OD surface of the throat housing. No fluid was
found in the bubbles. No corrosion or signs of heat affect were present in the bubbled
regions. (See Preliminary PFAR 53C-05.) No metal damage was observed.
No separations were observed on the nose inlet assembly. The forward end of the throat
assembly was separated full circumference metal-to-adhesive with a maximum radial width
of 0.015 inch.
4.3.3
LH
Throat/Forward Exit Cone (Joint 4)
No anomalous conditions were observed. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
RTV was below the char line over the complete circumference of the joint. No gas paths were
observed in the joint. RTV reached the primary O-ring at 37.5-to-165 and 247.5-to-347.5
degrees. Grease did not interfere with the RTV backfill.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Light-to-medium corrosion was observed on the throat housing between the
primary and secondary O-rings full circumference. Light-to-medium corrosion was
observed on the forward exit cone between the phenolic and secondary O-ring footprint full
circumference. No metal damage was observed.
The forward end of the forward exit cone assembly was separated metal-to-adhesive at
262.5-0-247.5 degrees with a maximum radial width of 0.050 inch. The aft end of the throat
assembly was separated full circumference metal-to-adhesive with a maximum radial with of
0.010 inch.
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RH
No anomalous conditions were observed. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
RTV was below the char line over the complete circumference of the joint. No gas paths were
observed in the joint. RTV reached the primary O-ring at 105-to-362.5 degrees. Grease did
not interfere with the RTV back_fill.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Light corrosion was observed on the throat housing between the primary and
secondary O-rings intermittently full circumference. Intermittent light-to-medium
corrosion was observed on the forward exit cone between the phenolic and secondary O-ring
footprint intermittently full circumference. No metal damage was observed.
The forward end of the forward exit cone assembly was separated metal-to-adhesive at
200-310 degrees with a maximum radial width of 0.040 inch. The aft end of the throat
assembly was separated full circumference metal-to-adhesive with a maximum radial with of
0.010 inch.
4.3.4 Flex Bearing/Fixed Housing (Joint 5)
LH
One anomalous condition was observed. No metal damage or rounded chamfers were
observed on the Packing with Retainer spotfaces. Metal shavings were observed on several of
the bolts towards the end of the bolt near the Nylok patch. All 72 Packings with Retainers had
typical disassembly damage to the elastomer. No O-ring or seal surface damage was
observed.
The RTV coverage was nominal with intermittent voids due to the assembly process. No gas
paths were observed in the joint. RTV was observed to the primary O-ring at 20-to-85 and
205-to-260 and degrees.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Intermittent medium corrosion was observed on the in-board aft tip of the aft
end ring full circumference. No metal damage was observed
No separations were observed between the inner boot ring and the fixed housing.
Bubbles were observed on the ID surface of the cowl segments at 90-to-170 degrees. The
mode of separation was 10 percent metal-to-adhesive, 70 percent adhesive-to-segments,
and 20% cohesive within the segments.
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There was typical even sooting on the bearing protector and the flex boot ID. Erosion was
observed on the bearing protector aft of the belly band at 150 and 178-to-185 degrees.
Corresponding areas were also observed on the flex boot in the same locations. It appeared
that slag was trapped between the boot and bearing protector. Slag was found in the boot
cavity. (See Preliminary PFAR 53C-01.)
RH
No anomalous conditions were observed. No metal damage or rounded chamfers were
observed on the Packing with Retainer spoffaces. All 72 Packings with Retainers had typical
disassembly damage to the elastomer. No O-ring or seal surface damage was observed.
The RTV coverage was nominal with intermittent voids due to the assembly process. No gas
paths were observed in the joint. RTV was observed to the primary O-ring at 170-to-195 and
335-0-8 degrees.
Grease coverage on the joint metal surfaces was nominal. No excessive grease was found in
the bolt holes. Intermittent medium corrosion was observed on the in-board aft tip of the aft
end ring full circumference. No metal damage was observed.
No separations were observed between the inner boot ring and the fixed housing.
Bubbles were observed on the ID surface of the cowl segments at 195-to-210 and 355-0-55
degrees. The mode of separation was 10 percent metal-to-adhesive, 85 percent
adhesive-to-segments, and 5% cohesive within the segments.
There was typical even sooting on the bearing protector and the flex boot ID.
4.3.5 Aft Exit Cone Assembly Bondlines
LH
The primary mode of separation was 100 percent within the GCP. The secondary mode was
6.25 percent metal-to-adhesive, 1.25 percent within the adhesive, and 92.5 percent
adhesive-to-GCP. No corrosion was observed on the aft exit cone shell. Seven adhesive
voids were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch. Intermittent small voids (0.15 inch
diameter maximum) were seen throughout the polysulfide. One "V"-shaped void was
observed at 195 degrees and extended 0.40 inch maximum forward from the aft end of the
groove.
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RH
The primary mode of separation was 100 percent within the GCP. The secondary mode was
4.75 percent metal-to-adhesive, 1.75 percent within the adhesive, and 93.5 percent
adhesive-to-GCP. No corrosion was observed on the aft exit cone shell. Ten adhesive voids
were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch. Intermittent small voids (0.10 inch
diameter maximum) were seen throughout the polysulfide.
4.3.6 Forward Exit Cone Assembly Bondlines
LH
The mode of separation was 11.25 percent metal-to-adhesive, 15 percent Within the
adhesive, and 73.75 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was present on
the forward exit cone housing in areas of metal-to-adhesive separation. Ten adhesive voids
were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
RH
The mode of separation was 8.25 percent metal-to-adhesive, 15 percent within the adhesive,
and 76.75 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was present on the
forward exit cone housing in areas of metal-to-adhesive separation. Thirteen adhesive voids
were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
4.3.7 Throat Assembly Bondlines
LH
The throat inlet ring and throat ring mode of separation was 98.4 percent metal-to-adhesive
and 1.6 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was present on the throat
housing full circumference except in the areas of adhesive-to-GCP bondline separation. Two
adhesive voids were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
RH
The throat inlet ring and throat ring mode of separation was 95 percent metal-to-adhesive,
0.6 percent adhesive-to-GCP, and 4.4 percent GCP-to-CCP. Medium-to-heavy corrosion
was present on the throat housing full circumference. Four adhesive voids were observed with
a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
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4.3.8 Nose Inlet Rings (-503, -504) Bondlines
LH
The aft inlet ring and forward nose ring mode of separation was 98.75 percent
metal-to-adhesive and 1.25 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Medium-to-heavy corrosion was
present over 98 percent of the bondline. Three adhesive voids were observed with a diameter
greater than 0.5 inch.
A brownish clear, tacky, foreign material was observed in an adhesive void on the forward
nose ring-to-housing interface at 344 degrees (see Preliminary PFAR 53C-11).
RH
The aft inlet ring and forward nose ring mode of separation was 96.25 percent
metal-to-adhesive, 0.63 percent within the adhesive, and 3.12 percent adhesive-to-GCP.
Medium-to-heavy corrosion was present over 95 percent of the bondline. Two adhesive
voids were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
4.3.9 Nose Cap Bondlines
LI-I
The primary mode of separation was 5 percent within GCP and 95 percent CCP-to-GCP.
The secondary mode of separation was 27 percent metal-to-adhesive, 0.5 percent within the
adhesive, and 72.5 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Light-to-medium corrosion was present on
the nose inlet housing on the forward 1.0 inch maximum intermittently around 75 percent of
the circumference and aft 3.25 inches maximum full circumference. No adhesive voids were
observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
RH
The primary mode of separation was 100 percent GCP-to-CCE The secondary mode of
separation was 22.5 percent metal-to-adhesive and 77.5 percent adhesive-to-GCP
Light-to-medium corrosion was present on the nose inlet housing on the aft 2.75 inches
maximum full circumference and on the forward 1.0 inch maximum intermittently around 60
percent of the circumference. No adhesive voids were observed with a diameter greater than
0.5 inch.
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4.3.10 Cowl Bondlines
LH
The mode of separation was 100 percent metal-to-adhesive. Medium-to-heavy corrosion
was present on the cowl housing full circumference. Three adhesive voids were observed with
a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
RH
The mode of separation was 100 percent metal-to-adhesive. Medium-to-heavy corrosion
was present on the cowl housing full circumference. Five adhesive voids were observed with a
diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
4.3.11 Fixed Housing Assembly Bondlines
LH
The mode of separation was 39 percent metal-to-adhesive, 40 percent adhesive-to-GCP,
and 21 percent within GCP. Preliminary PFAR 53C-06 was written because the
metal-to-adhesive separation exceeded 15 percent. The secondary mode of separation was
2.5 percent metal-to-adhesive and 97.5 adhesive-to-GCP. Four indications were detected
with ultrasonic inspection. Two of the four indications were found during bondline
evaluation. No corrosion was observed on the housing. Nine adhesive voids were observed
with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch. Intermittent adhesive voids with diameters of 0.30 inch
or smaller were also seen.
RH
The primary mode of separation was 54.5 percent metal-to-adhesive, 21.75 percent
adhesive-to-GCP, and 23.75 percent within GCP. Prelim!nary PFAR 53C-07 was written
because the metal-to-adhesive separation exceeded 15 percent. The secondary mode of
separation was 10 percent metal-to-adhesive and 90 percent adhesive-to-GCP. Eight
indications were detected with ultrasonic inspection. Two of the eight indications were found
during bondline evaluation. No corrosion was observed on the housing. Three adhesive
voids were observed with a diameter greater than 0.5 inch.
4.3.12 Ultrasonic Inspection of Fixed Housing Assemblies
Ultrasonic inspection was conducted on both of the fixed housing assemblies. Four
indications were found on the LH fixed housing and eight indications were found on the RH
fixed housing. A summary of the ultrasonic inspection results/maps is documented in memo
8272-FY93-M093.
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4.3.13 Char and Erosion Performance
Char and erosion margins of safety are summarized in Table VII. The char and erosion data
tables for each component liner can be found in Tables D-I through D-XII of Appendix D.
Measurement stations that contain an "NA" means that data was not available due to missing
material. The aft exit cone liners were not recovered and therefore are not included. All
stations showed positive margins of safety. The measurement stations can be found in Figure
D-1.
Table VII. RSRM-28 Nozzle Char and Erosion Minimum Margins of Safety Summary
Hardware Station_*
Forward Exit Cone Assembly, 1 4 4.6 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 32.9 34
LH 0.26 0.25 0.23 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Forward Exit Cone Assembly, 1 4 4.6 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 32.9 34
RH 0.28 0.30 0.25 0.16 0.49 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Throat Assembly, LH 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
0.23 0.16 0.22 0.16 0.08 0.20 0.26 0.31 0.39 0.32 0.43 0.57
Throat Assembly, RH 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
0.13 0.17 0.17 0.11 0.07 0.17 0.23 0.27 0.38 0.37 0.45 0.46
Nose Inlet Rings (-503, -504), 28 30 32 34 36 38 39
LH 0.10 0.23 0.18 0.38 0.32 0.14 0.08
Nose Inlet Rings (-503, -504), 28 30 32 34 36 38 39
RH 0.14 0.28 0.17 0.32 0.32 0.15 0.12
Nose Cap, LH 1.5 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
0.43 0.46 0.52 0.61 0.61 0.69 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.47 0.11 0.02
Nose Cap, RH 1.5 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
N/A 0.49 0.67 0.68 0.77 0.77 0.83 0.81 0.77 0.58 0.20 0.09
Cowl/OBR, LH 0.3 1 2 3 4 5 6 6.8 8 9 10 11.3
0.15 0.11 0.10 0.19 0.21 0.31 0.41 N/A 0.22 0.41 0.48 0.51
Cowl/OBR, RH 0.3 1 2 3 4 5 6 6.8 8 9 10 11.3
0.26 0.24 0.20 0.21 0.24 N/A N/A N/A 0.30 0.42 0.51 0.38
Fixed Housing Assembly, LH 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.75
1.80 0.87 0.62 0.72 0.83 0.89 1.04 1.08 1.27 2.37 0.66
Fixed Housing Assembly, RH 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.75
1.88 0.64 0.79 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.83 0.99 1.16 1.48 0.67
23
0.40
23
0.32
26
0.09
26
0.21
* Station locations are shown in bold with the margin of safety shown below.
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4.3.14 Flex Boot Performance
The performance of both the LH and RH flex boots was nominal. The LH flex boot had a
minimum of 3.0 NBR plies intact and the RH flex boot had a minimum of 3.0 NBR plies
intact. Positive margins of safety were achieved at all measurement stations. The flex boot
performance margins of safety are summarized in Table VIII.
Table VIII. RSRM-28 Flex Boot Margins of Safety
Degree
0
90
180
270
Left Hand
II I
Max. Perform-
Material ance
Remaining Affected Margin
Plies Depth (in.) of Safety
3.8 1.14 0.46
3.1 1.37 0.21
3.8 1.14 0.46
3.0 1.40 0.19
Remaining
Plies
Right Hand
Max.
Material
Affected
DeDth (in.)
3.2
3.0
3.7
3.1
1.34
1.40
1.17
1.37
Minimum flex boot overall prefire thickness is 2.5 inches.
Perform-
ance
Margin
of Safety_
0.24
0.19
0.42
0.21
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4.3.15 Bearing Protector Performance
Both the LH and RH bearing protectors performed as expected during flight. Both bearing
protectors were evenly sooted around the full circumference and showed typical greater
erosion in-line with the cowl vent holes. There was no evidence of soot or heat effect on the
flex bearing side of either bearing protector. PFOR C-9 shows the postflight bearing
protector thickness measurements every ten degrees.
4.3.16 Flex Bearing Performance
LH
The flex bearing performance during flight was acceptable. Examination of the flex bearing
revealed no damage, soot, heat effect, or flow indications.
RH
The flex bearing performance during flight was acceptable. Examination of the flex bearing
revealed no damage, soot, heat effect, or flow indications.
4.3.17 Throat Diameter
The average LH nozzle postfire throat diameter was 55.960 inches (erosion rate of 8.53
mils/see based on an action time of 123.1 see). The average RH nozzle postfire throat
diameter was 55.954 inches (erosion rate of 8.49 mils/see based on an action time of 123.3
see). RSRM postfire throat diameters have ranged from 55.787 to 56.072 inches.
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4.3.18 Results of Special Issues and Concerns (Nozzle)
TWR-64213 identified areas for special evaluation of RSRM-28 at Clearfield. The nozzle
issues are listed below with their respective results.
1. Condition: Cuts were present in the RH flex boot rubber adjacent to the forward end of
the inner boot ring. The cuts ran from 0-to-225 degrees and 300-to-359
degrees and were approximately 0.100 inch maximum depth.
Results: No evidence of abnormal separation or signs of cut propagation were
observed.
2. Condition: LDIs were found at the RH forward nose ring GCP-to-housing interface.
Results: A small adhesive void (0.10 inch diameter) found at 282 degrees did not
correlate well with the size of the reported LDA at 283 degrees.
3. Condition: LDIs were found at the RH nose cap GCP-to-housing interface.
Results: A void observed at 178 degrees correlated closely with the reported LDA at
177 degrees. No voids were observed at 244 degrees, but the hydrolase may
have destroyed adhesive evidence on the nose cap.
4. Condition: LDIs were found at the RH nose cap-to-forward nose ring interface.
Results: Voids in the nose cap at 13 and 267 degrees correlated closely with the
reported LDAs. All other LDAs could not be found. All were in or near the
char and erosion area.
5. Condition: LDIs were found at the LH nose cap-to-forward nose ring interface.
Results: Voids were observed at 0, 81, and 295 degrees. The size of the voids does not
correlate well with the reported LDAs but are at the char line and may have
extended forward where the evidence may have eroded off.
6. Condition: An HDI was found at the LH nose cap-to-forward nose ring interface.
Results: No evidence of the HDI was observed.
7. Condition: LDIs were found at the RH cowl SCP-to-housing interface.
Results: All LDIs were found to be adhesive voids.
8. Condition: LDIs were found at the LH cowl SCP-to-housing interface.
Results: Three of the five reported LDIs were found to be adhesive voids.
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9. Condition: The LH outer boot ring had a wet line indication at 358 degrees on the aft
end. The defect measured 0.300 inch circumferentially x 0.010 inch radially.
The wetline was removed by hand sanding and was blended to a smooth
contour. The blended area measured 1.30 inches circumferentially x 0.40
inch radially x 0.034 inch deep.
Results: No abnormal erosion was observed at the 358 degree location.
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INSULATION REQUIRED PFOR LIST
PFOR # Title Side
A-1 Postfire Insulation CPI Log Numbers Left
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
N/A A-1
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Left Forward A-2
Segment
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Left Forward Center A-3
Segment
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Left Aft Center A-4
Segment
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Left Aft A-5
Segment
A-3 Forward Segment Liner Pattern Left Forward A-6
Segment
A-4 Forward Center Segment Liner Pattern Left Forward Center A-7
Segment
A-5 Aft Center Segment Liner Pattern Left
A-6 Aft Segment Liner Pattern Left
A-8 Igniter Nozzle Insert Throat Diameter Left
Measurements
Aft Center A-8
Segment
Aft A-9
Segment
Igniter A-10
Nozzle Insert
A-9 Stiffener Ring Condition Left Stiffener A- 11
Rings
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
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INSULATION REQUIRED PFOR LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title Side
A-1 Postfire Insulation CPI Log Numbers Right
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
N/A A-12
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Right Forward A-13
Segment
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Right Forward Center A-14
Segment
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Right Aft Center A-15
Segment
A-2 Segment Internal Insulation Condition Right Aft A-16
Segment
A-8 Igniter Nozzle Insert Throat Diameter Right Igniter A-17
Measurements Nozzle Insert
A-9 Stiffener Ring Condition Right Stiffener A-18
Rings
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-1
Postfire Insulation Common Planning Index (CPI) Log Numbers
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) Date: _l ,_)_U-_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _(_ (___)[_
Record CPI Loci and PostfirQ Part and SQrisI Nt_mbers Below:
A. Igniter Chamber
B. Igniter Adapter
C. Forward Segment
D. Forward Center Segment
E. Aft Center Segment
F. Aft Segment
P/N PPC No.
N/A N/A
(olb'l%-f)5 c)Our
IU"1(o1_l-01 %_)
I0%967-0_ 9OUr
Serial No.
NIA
3
26,
CPI Log No.
N/A
q.c_.,]:_H
'-tCFWI,.
urCPWM
q-CFW_
q-CFWtq
Notes / Comments
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes ___ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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l PAGE
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Motor No.: 360T028 Side:
POSTFtJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
Left (A) Dete: 3
Assessment Engineer (s) Iinspector(s):
Segment: Forward
t i "
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Materiel Within Insulation?
G. Non.Uniformities in the Eleven Point Burn-out
Pettern7 (Forwsrd segment Only)
preliminarY PFAR($) ? es
k_d.Clariflc_tion Form(s)? _ No Clarification Form page No.(s): -"-'--
ooc NO. TW'E-64216 I v°_
SEC 1 p_GE A,--_.
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
Motor No,: 360T028 ] Side: Left (A) Date: /
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector(s): _,.__ c t'i _ _,\C _.- ( ;J
/
Segment: Forward Center
Seament Internal Insulation Observations:
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. Liner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only)
Yos No.
/
G¸
/
/
/
/
/i
/
,//
/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes I/_ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes u/ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
: ---)Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date: V - _ ] -_ _
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _,_,_t.) /_'\ _ _. _ I#/
/
Segment: Aft Center
Segment Internal Insulation Observations:
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. Liner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only)
Yes
J
(f
i
_J
i
.
J
jJ
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes
Yes
/ No
J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
Motor No.= 360T028 Side= Left (A) ,I Date= 2/_ / # 3
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector(s): '_.._• ,_.A _._ _._t _
/
Segment: Aft
Seoment Internal Insulation Observations:
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. NBR Under the CF/EPDM Exposed in the Aft Dome?
Yes
NO //
,/
t
j_
t <
t'l
/
/7,
/
./
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.1.1.1:
i_ U.CEP rio O.DIt,,tPAXaGOIOOF- IZ_labt.'Z._t /-"J_F'L_.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes C1/_ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
-- Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
__ Yes ----'/No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE
i
I A-5
• 't " , *
- .. ....- . . : . ...-,,. •, . ..• . •- .. ., - . ....... :
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A°3
Psttern (Data CoLlection Only)
Forward Segment Date:
Side: Loft (A) -
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
S_Jbtch Forward segment Liner pettern Observations BeloW:,
FORWARD
FACE OF FACTORY
FORWARD JOINT
DOME <_21.4>
FACTORY FLAP
jOINT BULB
<161,4>
180 =
<1.station From End of Tan;>
0
270 °
180 °
t
I " :Gratification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes
180 °
270"_ 90 °
0 °
AFT LOOKING FORWARD
Heavy Liner
Light (spotty) Li_
No Liner
Tang End
Ctarificstion Form Psge No,(s):
Dec NO.
SEC
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m_
Motor No.: 360T028
)
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-4
Forward Center Segment Liner Pattern (Data Collection Only)
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector(s): _'7--_'-_. J#,_ _.-.---
Sketch Forward Center Segment Liner Pattern Observations Below:
FORWARD FACING _ FACTORY
NBR "_ JOINT
INHIBITOR , <161.4>
180 °
-
90 °
i
270 °
%
FLAP
BULB
J
I
\
/
, j,_'
180 °
7
/'Y "/ "I
J #" •
J' I i
0o,\ (, ' ,
J
J, I
/-
,,l ,t t
,,,,
Tang End
FLAP
<Location From End of Tang>
180 °
270° 10 90°
0 °
AFT LOOKING FORWARD
D
Heavy Liner
Light (spotty) Liner
No Liner
•, .Jr!fication Form(s)? Yes v "/ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)'A-5
Aft Center Segment Liner Pattern (Data Collection Only)
I s,,.:L_pr _J I o.t.:Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /'-_/(X_
Sketch Aft Center Segment Liner Pattern Observatlons Below:
FORWARD FACING
180 °
90 °
o
270 °
180 °
NBR
INHIBITOR dO"'
/
Clevi_
FACTORY
JOINT FLAP
<161.4> BULB
Tang End
FLAP
<Location From End of Tang>
180 °
270°_90 °
0
AFT LOOKING FORWARD
Heavy Liner
Light (spotty) Liner
I-'-] No Liner
.;larification Form (s)?
__. Yes / No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [ VOL
I PAGE A-8
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-6
!
Aft Segment Liner Pattern (Data Collection Only)
MotorNo.: 380T0=8 I S_de:L_F_ ] Oat,:_,_ __ _ _oi
cAssessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,:',.... . _,,._'." ,'_ , ,. ,, , .,..
=
Sketch Aft Segment Liner Pattern Observations Below:
FORWARD FACING FACTORY FACTORY FACTORY AFT FACE
NBR JOINT JOINT JOINT OF AFT
INHIBITOR <88.4> <208.4> <328.5> DOME
90 °
0 °
270 °
180 ° [
Clevis End
180 °
I,", "_ _[_ ,._._j
J
<Location From End of Clevis>
180 °
270 o I(__
0 °
90 °
AFT LOOKING FORWARD
Heavy Liner
Light (spotty) Liner
No Liner
.. Jlarification Form(s)? Yes
',, No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION ooc NO. TWR-64216 I VOL
I PAGE A-9
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Q
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR)A-8
Igniter Nozzle Insert Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360T028 [ Side: Left (A) [ Date:
i ?3
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ _"C_/_,'_ $O_1
Record the Igniter Nozzle Insert Throat Diameter Measurements Below:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (inches)
0 (_._-o
so _;, _;o
120 _. 3_o
Notes / Comments
Clarification Form(s) ?
REVISION __
Yes
j_
No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 Ivo,
SEC I PAGEA- 10
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-9
Stiffener Ring Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Forward Stiffener Ring
0-210 degree section
210-330 degree section
V/330-0-90 degree section
Ring:
Side: Left (A) o,,,,; _/-I-73
Eeo J_I_cKL_0,
Center Stiffener Ring
_90-210 degree section
(-__210-330 degree section
(_,330-0-90 degree section
Aft Stiffener Ring
_.___90-210 degree section
(,,_210-330 degree section
(_330-0-90 degree section
Stiffener Rino Observations:
A. Heavy Corrosion?
Yes No Comment #
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.1.2.1:
oZ-- c/_,,--/,_/J N- ?.
_o/- ye] beeA
-o7 8? -_/
7-Xe .-e,"<"-'" "_2 h.oJ
,__ b/_/_. 7h_ L//_,._
Preliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
REVISION
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
DOCNO, TWR-64216 I VOL
i
SEC
i
I PAGEA-11
CORPORATION
Motor No.: 360T028
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-1
Postfire Insulation Common Planning Index (CPI) Log Numbers
Side: Right (B) Date: _l JUL,"( Ic_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _}_ _._
Record CPI Loo and Postfire Part and Serial Numbers Below:
PIN PPC No. Serial No. CPI Log No.
A. Igniter Chamber
B. Igniter Adapter
NIA NIA NIA N/A
Notes / Comments
Clarification Form(s) ?
REVISION
Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 I VOL
SEC [ PAGE A-12
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Segment: Forward
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
360T028 I Side: Right(B) Date: _1 __)_.._L_'
Seament Internal Insulation Observations;
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. Non-Uniformities in the Eleven Point Burn-out
Pattern? (Forward Segment Only)
Yes No Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes V/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes v",No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-64216 IvoL
sEo IPAGE A- 13
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector(s): _ __._
Date:'ZIJUL._ I°P')_
Segment: Forward Center
Seoment Internal Insulation Observations:
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Materiel Within Insulation?
G. Liner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only)
/
/
Yes No /// /
//
/
Comment #
//
//
/
/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes V/ No
Yes V _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. TWR-64216
SEC
VOL
I PAGE A- 14
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
i
] Side: Right (B) Date: ZI ._)UL... WMotor No,: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _L_I'_I _ ____
Segment: Aft Center
Seoment Internal Insulation Observations;
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths?
C. Ply Separations? _,,.._/,_/D. Abnormal Blisters?
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges?
F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. Liner Completely Missing? (Center Segments Only)
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes V"/No
YesClarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
NO. TWR-64216 [VOLDOC
SEC [ PAGE A- 15
I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-2
Segment Internal Insulation Condition (After Low Pressure Rinse)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector (s):
Segment: Aft
Notes I Comments
Yes
/
//
No Comment #
/
/
/
Seoment Internal Insulation Observations:
A. Abnormal Erosion?
B. Gas Paths? _._/_h-,,,_/C. Ply Separations?
D. Abnormal Blisters?
/
E. Abnormal Cuts or Gouges? /
/F. Foreign Material Within Insulation?
G. NBR Under the CF/EPDM Exposed in the Aft Dome?
I__ I-_TPLJ&_ IN__ _.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No
(-
v / NoClarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 Ivo,
I
i
SEC I PAGE A- 16
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-8
Igniter Nozzle Insert Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
%
I Side: Right (B) [ Date: Z -,2:3 -_3360T028
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): C, ,_"o/_ ,_ S o ,,1
Record the Igniter Nozzle Insert Throat Diameter Measurements Below:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (inches)
o _.311
so _. 3/g
120 _. _' O _"
Notes / Comments
Clarification Form (s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
PAGE A-17
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) A-9
Stiffener Ring Condition
Side: Right (B)Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Ring: Forward Stiffener Ring
v/90-210 degree section
v/210-330 degree section
(-_ 330-0-90 .degree section
Center Stiffener Ring
vf90-210 degree section
(_ 210-330 degree section
30-0;90 degree section
I Date: if_{ C/,"_
Aft Stiffener Ring
V/90-210 degree section
(_210-330 degree section
v/330-0-90 degree section
Stiffener Rina Observations:
A. Heavy Corrosion?
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.1.2.1:
 ke l kea
®
-C:, "1
-Og
-c, 7
-07
Yes
_C vllO.._'/t I vl.?
95 _-I
tc>l tl
q5 _?--
,,.L
Comment #
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION --
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): /_/q
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE A-18
TWR-64216
Appendix B
Case, Seals, and Joints PFORs
Final Posfflight Hardware Evaluation Report
RSRM-28 (STS-53)
November 1993
Prepared for:
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALABAMA 35812
Contract No. NAS8-38100
DR No. 4-23
WBS No. 4C601-04-01
ECS No. SS4771
'__-_#__ C O R P ORA TIO N
SPACE OPERATIONS
P.O. Box 707, Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707 (801) 863-3511

CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED PFOR LIST
PFOR # Title
Final
Joint or Report Page
Side Location Number
B-2 S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Left S&A
Environmental Seal Region) Condition
B-1
B-7 S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition Left S&A
(Detailed)
B-2
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left S&A
(At Removal) 126"
B-3
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left S&A
(Detailed) 126"
B-4
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left S&A
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 126"
B-5
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left 18" SII
(At Removal)
B-6
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left 18" SII
(Detailed)
B-7
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left 18" SII
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-8
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left 198" SII
(At Removal)
B-9
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left 198" SII
(Detailed)
B-10
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left 198" SII
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-11
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 voL
I PAGE B-i
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
B-5
B-1
B-4
B-6
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition
(Detailed)
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition
(At Removal)
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition
(Detailed)
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII)
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Final
Joint or Report Page
Side Location Number
Left Nozzle B-12
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-13
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B- 14
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-15
Joint #2
Left Nozzle B-16
Joint #2
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Nozzle B-17
Joint #3
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Left Nozzle B-18
(Detailed) Joint #3
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left Nozzle B-19
(At Removal) Joint #3
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left Nozzle B-20
(Detailed) Joint #3
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left Nozzle B-21
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #3
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Left Nozzle B-22
Joint #4
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Left Nozzle B-23
(Detailed) Joint #4
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left Nozzle B-24
(At Removal) Joint #4
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left Nozzle B-25
(Detailed) Joint #4
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left Nozzle B-26
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #4
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
Doe NO. TWR-64216 Iv°L
REVISION
SEe I PAGE B-ii
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Side
Left
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
Nozzle B-27
Joint #5
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Left Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #5
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Left Nozzle
(At Removal) Joint #5
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Left Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #5
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Left Nozzle
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #5
Left Nozzle
Fixed Housing
Packing With Retainer Condition
(Detailed)
B-8
B-28
B-29
B-30
B-31
B-32
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward
Dome
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward
B-33
B-34
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Forward
Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Aft
Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left ET Attach/
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Stiffener/
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Left Aft
Dome
B-10 Case Y-Joint Condition Left Forward
Dome
B-35
B-36
B-37
B-38
B-39
B-40
B-10 Case Y-Joint Condition Left Aft B-41
Dome
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
REVISION__ Doe NO. TWR-64216 IvoL
see I PAGE B-iii
_-__--_CORPORAHON
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
Final
Joint or Report Page
PFQR # Title Side Location Number
B-2 S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Right S&A B-42
Environmental Seal Region) Condition
B-7 S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition Right S&A B-43
(Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right S&A B-44
(At Removal) 126"
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right S&A B-45
(Detailed) 126"
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right S&A B-46
O-ring Condition (Detailed) 126"
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right 18" SII B-47
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right 18" SII B-48
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right 18" SII B-49
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right 198" SII B-50
(At Removal)
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right 198" SII B-51
(Detailed)
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right 198" SII B-52
O-ring Condition (Detailed)
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 VOL
I PAGE B-iv
_=__)_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Side
Right
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
Nozzle B-53
Joint #2
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Right Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #2
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right Nozzle
(At Removal) Joint #2
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #2
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right Nozzle
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #2
B-54
B-55
B-56
B-57
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Right Nozzle B-58
Joint #3
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Right Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #3
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right Nozzle
(At Removal) Joint #3
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #3
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right Nozzle
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #3
B-59
B-60
B-61
B-62
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition Right Nozzle B-63
Joint #4
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Right Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #4
B-64
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right Nozzle
(At Removal) Joint #4
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right Nozzle
(Detailed) Joint #4
B-65
B-66
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right Nozzle B-67
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #4
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
REVISION -- DOC NO. TWR-64216 VOL
SEC I PAGE B--V
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
CASE, SEALS, AND JOINTS REQUIRED LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title
B-3 Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Side
Right
Final
Joint or Report Page
Location Number
Nozzle B-68
Joint #5
B-5 Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition Right Nozzle B-69
(Detailed) Joint #5
B-1 Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition Right Nozzle B-70
(At Removal) Joint #5
B-4 Leak Check Plug/SII Condition Right Nozzle B-71
(Detailed) Joint #5
B-6 Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) Right Nozzle B-72
O-ring Condition (Detailed) Joint #5
B-8 Packing With Retainer Condition Right Nozzle B-73
(Detailed) Fixed Housing
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Forward B-74
Dome
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Forward B-75
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Forward B-76
Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Aft B-77
Center
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right ET Attach/ B-78
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Stiffener/ B-79
Stiffener
B-9 Case Factory Joint Condition Right Aft B-80
Dome
B-10 Case Y-Joint Condition Right Forward B-81
Dome
B-10 Case Y-Joint Condition Right Aft B-82
Dome
(Note: Clarification forms will be inserted after the required PFOR in the Final Report. The
clarification form page number will be the same as the required PFOR Final Report page
number appended by a sequential alphabetic extension.)
DO(3 NO. TWR-64216 VOL
REVISION
SEC I PAGE B-vi
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-2
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions) Condition
[ Side: Left (A) I Date: 2 [ ('_c_ _ 2Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _._rr _. _d.r._,c.k._L t_. _ _. ,_,//,,_J _ . -_c._/r_.A _
(/ ,' /
Barrier-Booster Bore and Rotor Observations; Yes No
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
B. Soot To or Past O-rings? _'
C. Heat Affected Metal? v ,_
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)? _-_
E. Metal Damage? f
F. Excessive or No Grease?
G. Corrosion?
H. Foreign Material? j
I. Teflon Retainer Damage?
Comment #
Environmental Seal Reaion Observatiorts:
J. Environmental O-ring Assembly Damage (Visible
Without Magnification)?
K. Foreign Material?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
J
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOCNO. TWR-64216 lvoL
SEC
I PAGE B--1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-7
S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _._, [_. (_r_Jr, [_. L_/,_ [_. _l/,_(J.
Location: S&A Device Barrier-Booster Rotor Shaft
Forward primary O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No
J
Comment #
Aft Primary O-rino Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
J
f
f
Forward Secondary O-rina Observations:
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
F. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Aft Secondary O-rino Observations:
G. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
H. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yea
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_n Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TW_-64216 IVOL
I PAGE B-2
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/S, and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date: _/ _E-C c/z_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.,_,,., _. /,_r_c_j_ /_, /.._',0--_/, ._._x,_/_t,-_, _. -7-_)_,, I._t_
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
Leak Check Plua Observations: Yes No
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces? V f
B. Soot To or Past O-ring? v /
C, Foreign Material? v/"
D, O-ring Damage (In Groove)? ,-'/
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)? /
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring? v "_
G. Excessive Grease on Plug? ,/"
H. Corrosion? /
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)? _'/
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces? /
K. Foreign Material? ,/"
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion? _/_
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
r
P, Obstructed Through Hole?
Comment #
Notes / Comme.nts
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes / No
_=
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
RETVISION
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-64216 VOL
SEC ] PAGE B-3
i_B,.
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/S. Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _¢:/ _
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Materiel Between the O-ring end Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes
S" • 1-
No Comment #
v_
Notes / Comments
¢.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
,/
Clarification Form(s)? _B Yes _ No
RL='V1SION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
D
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
PAGE B-4
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) J Date: _,,2 / _Ed_ c/2__
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _._¢r. _./_ar-cc_tJC, ii,'1./_v_, C} _.l_J d__'T,.._)v-..J. _, d=,,clJ
I L • ] : ' '" I •
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
Secondary O-rinD Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B, O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
Notes / Comments
C_4s
#
I d
L O.c_*_z G_I.p)
Preliminary PFAR(s)? v_yes
__ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
OF _OOR VUALi
•Clarification Form (s)?
__ Yes _No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOCNO, TWR-64216 I _
SEC I PAGE ,I_- "
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leek Check Plug/S. end Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date: c,?t /'_E_ _ 2_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _, J_/,- _. _r-_cJ¢_l-/ /1_, _6."- , _. L_t/_, _o/ :.
Location: 18-Degree all J.
$II Observations: Yes No
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces? f
B. Soot To or Past O-ring? f
C. Foreign Material? f'-
/
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)? /,,
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring? J
G. Excessive Grease on SIl? f
H. Corrosion? "_"
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)? _'_
Comment #
SII Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Materiel?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s) ?
Clarification Form (s) ?
/
-- NO
f
J/ NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): _
REVISION --
ooc NO. TWR-64216 I.
SEC I PAGE B-_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Moto No.:380T028 I S de:Left(A) ]
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _r, _. /_f_, c_ /_ /-_-t_
I'm " I
Location: 18-Degree SII
Date: ,_._/ _ 6_ /_1 L
SII Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SII?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes
J
j-
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION
S No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_arification Form Page No (s);
DOC NO. TWR-_U _ i ,_ I VOL
SEC I PAGE S-7
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Smell Diameter (Leek Check PluglSll) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) Date: c_ ( _-- q?--
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): m_, _._-_,. _. /._r-aa$/ /_. _;A, D._I_r_. _,, 7_/, _,_
Location: 18-Degree Sll -_. _,c_.,,l,J_
Primprv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
J
_;econderv O-rina Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes ,// No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes "/t No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
]P.EV]SION --
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
IPAGE B--8
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) Date: O f
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _0_." _. _._zc_, /I_. /._i_-_, _. _/_r_.(,
Location: 198-Degree SII
/
_3. I2,_L_ _.u_
SII Observations;
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on SII?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
SII Port Observations;
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
Yes No Comment #
J
f
f
f
f
j-
/-
J
/
J
j/'
Notes I Comments o_- _J-
t.) -kip,ca.
\a.,..,.)
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes '/ No
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE B-_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) i Date: _,_/ _E(._ _'z_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _/_f', : D. -/_:¢c'J_IL_' _/-_'_: ,, _. _/_t/i_'/_ f__.'-7"_./u j
Location: 198-Degree all _. _',c,_,J_
SII Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SIl?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes k// NO
, K
/
Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 Ivo,
SEC I PAGE B-IO
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/SII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
MotorNo.= 360T028 I Side: Left(A) I Date: 3_ I
Assessment Engineer (s ) l lnspector ( s) : I I
Location: 198-Degree SII _ "
Primaw O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Secondary O-rino Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
f
J
f
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
J/" No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
NoJNJNJN___Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
,,i;E B-11
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):_. GQr_.(_/;_/--. ,/_¢. /_/O/_- #)
J
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
I Date: /,,_//_c'/q,,Z,
IntQrn¢l Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
V/
4
No
/
/
Comment #
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
IPAGE B-12
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left(A) I Date: /_//_/c_,-_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _). _:CL r_.._l-'/.j ,/.J./V'd/o.._
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Primary_ O-rina Observstions;
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No
V
L/
Comment #
Secondary_ O-rina Observations;
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _. Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-13
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSll and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left(A) I Date: /_//_"]_,._
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _-(_ re c_/'_ 4- /_. /JO//(L_
I
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
T'
?
d
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes I Comments
/
Preliminary PFA
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes • •
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE B-14
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) ] Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):'_. C__/#_CA _ /_. /(/0/_2 _/
J
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
?.t
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes
¢
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
inary PFAR Number(s):
__V_.__. No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOCNO. TWR-64216 ] w
SEC [ PAGE B- I "
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/Sll) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) Date: /_2//_-j=2=_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _)._.rp__(_L . /_ /_O/_,_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Secondary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes
S
V
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 JvoL
PAGE B-16
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) Date:
m
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'_/#-_1 g/_d._#_/_ ._jf ./(__ /_#g._
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
/..L-/_.e'_.I_
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F, Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Notes / Comments
C.U P I_GS /_
Yes
J
No
t/
J
v//
v'
7
7
J
Comment #
/ <rn,
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
V'/o
V
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-17
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left(A) [ Date: / ,T_,,//&/( _,_._
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. (_rO__-_t___TZj _. AJ(P/o..._
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Primary O-rlno Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No
J
Comment #
Secondary O-rlna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rlng?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
i/
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
REVISION
Yes
Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TVVR-64216
SEC
"[VOL
PAGE B- 18
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-I
Leak Check Plug/Sll and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date: j_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): J_cL4_d (_Q r_t_4_-{
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Pluo Observations;
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Yes Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
m
Clarification Form (s)?
/
Ye_ry PFAR Number(s):
m
Yea _/ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
JPAGE B-19
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date: /02-/_
/
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _Q._(_ C./1.xir-_,p./q -/-
Location: Nose inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes
N_i
L////
Comment #
Notes / Comments
J r
Clarification For ( ) _ ' "
DOC NO.
REVISION _ SEC
TWR-64216 iVOL
IPAGE B-20
F
I-
r
r
r
I
l
1
l
l
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date: /_/_ -9
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):'_/_ _'J_'PJ_'/_'2 _/''_& /_/O_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
REVISION
J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 '_ IvoL
SEC
IPAGE B'*',_ I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
m
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): R_'__ A _ (_--, (_,",J/.,la
l )
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
I Date:/__/.5 - 7 ;_
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (in Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Notes / Comments
Yes No Comment #
,/
V
v"
,/ i
,/
,/
O.Y_d, ,,9q-7.5 - 3 *47. .5 _'
O-r, _ _ b-c__.,e_ 37.5"-/&
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Yes v/" No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
IPAGE B-22
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) J Date: /I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): )_(sF_L_ _/_/I C'-_._ _,_u,_ _ _,_ 4 _ iv
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4) I t r , _'_'_
Primarv O-rina Observations.
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No Comment #
Secondarv O-rino Observationlt;
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
_No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOCNO. TWR-64216 !VOL
SEC I PA_ B-23
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) [ Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ROCJ_ (_ [_ ('_n,_c,_ _., e<
f ' -' I
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No/
,/
v"
v"
/
v"
,/
/
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes ___ No
Clarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO.
REVISION _ SEC
_O'_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
--..-.-----. Leek Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 _Left (A) Da__e." _
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector (s): .....
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joinl #4) " _,-_d - ., -
Leak Check Plua Observationli.
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring end Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
f Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes _/ No
/
Yes J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RE'V'[SION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
I pA_,_ B-25
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): "_,____. t-lr_,
I
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PIuglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Left (A) I Date: [2_- I_-c_2_
I ' J
Yes No
./
If""
_;econdaw O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _/" No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes ./ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO,
REVISION _ SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE B-26
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
I
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): Rr._,_ _ _-_v-,_)(J_ i-_,J¢.-
! ! I I i
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Yes No Comment #
./
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.2.3.1:
,/r
V
,/
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
.___No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_Page No. (s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 VOL
PAGE tt-27
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 [ Side: Left(A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
- ! v _ I _"
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Primary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes
Seconda_ O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
/9/5
! r
NO
V
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.2.3.1:
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
CLarification Form(s)? _Yes 4// No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
IPAGE B-28
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): _C_k_, A%_, _-C_VC_O_I _'_ _J_
/ ' / P
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Flxed Housing (Joint #5)
Leak Check PIuo Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
/ -/5- ?.2
t
No
v'"
..J
If
i
/
• /
L(
Comment #
,/
V
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
]REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
IPAGE B-29
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/all Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) I Date: / ,_-/_ - _¢_;)..
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): RC,_J_ ,_ AS _ (:.._,C,,rc_i(.)v_ _._,_¢. /_n _:_/ L)_Ovl
- ] -- I - I .....
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
I_eak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes N_/ Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
F
F
F
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
REV1SION
Yes _ No
Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216
SEC
VOL
I PAGE B-30
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSll) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.= 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date= /,_-/5- _
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): t_(_J/,.,.J A_ _,¢'_C_C'_ _Ov )/_¢L_V _-_1('.,!
r ; v I t
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Secondary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No / Comment #/
,/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Yes
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64216 ]voL
SEC I PAGE B-_ I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Packing With Retainer Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
B
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_C_C_ _< _J ]_ _, l, C-_ _ _,-( r_ I'_
I " ; -
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Date: / _ -/._ - (_
) I-
Packina With Retainer Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Seal or Retainer?
B. Seal or Retainer Damage/Defects?
C. Corrosion?
Yes
/
,/
No
/
V
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
_v/ No
V / NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION ,--
DOCNO. TWR- 64216 I VOL
SEC I PAGE B-32
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
1 I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _¢-P" /,,_. ,_'=_p_,n- /_;v.t_ .)
Factory Joint: Forward Dome
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
/
v/
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
e
DOC NO, TWR-64216 [VOL
SEC ] PAGE B-33
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) ] Date:  3q-t) -q'k
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. "_/_]_
Factory Joint: Forward
(_#Q Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Note:
Yes No Comment #
;<
Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brits ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes '/" NO
Yes _oClarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
e
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR- 64216 [voL
I PAGE B-34
-- _ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 3603"028 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
!
AssessmentEngineer(s)/Inspector(s): i'_, _'_1"_
c,-25-,i3
Factory Joint: Forward Center
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
Li"
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO. TWR-64216 I VOL
SEC I PAGE B-35
"____ OORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): fj(,/,_" _,_4p.._:r_J"
Factory Joint: Aft Center
Date: _ 7-0_'_._ K'
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
,/
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments /¢/'_ AL_I
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION __
Yes
m
Yes
___No Preliminary PEAR Number(s): A_,_
Clarification Form Page No._
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
I PAGE B-36
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
I Side: Left (A)Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): C" _r_J
Factory Joint: ET Attach/Stiffener
I Date: _F.- DZ- _.._
Case Factorv Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
Note:
Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments /_QA/_
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _// No
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes J No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
I PAoE B-37
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
I Side: Left (A) Date:Motor No.: 360T028
I
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector(s): _-
Factory Joint: Stiffener/Stiffener
(;ase Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
J
/
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened With solvent or green Scotch-Brita ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _Yes J No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): /j/[u4_
Clarification Form(s)? Yes . _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): 1_- .
OOC NO, TWR-64216 IVOL
]P.,EVISiON __ SEC I PAGE B--38
_CN:RPORATIO N
POST I
I Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s):
t Factory Joint: Aft Dome
I Case Factory Joint Observations;
J A. Heat Affected or Eroded,
I B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
I C, Heavy Corrosion in Le4
I h _ e: Heavy corrosion is
corrosion to deterr
hardware. A cloth
the corrosion. Cot
J Notes/Comments /V// /_
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
C
. t ff t Joint O-ring?
Yes No Comment #
/C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Note: i i defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine If pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes u/ NO Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION -- DOC NO. TWR-64216
• SEC I pA_r
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-10
Case Y-Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): As] A
q3
Y-Joint: Forward Dome
Yes No
(_ase Y-Joint Observations; /{/_ /_/A
A. Corrosion?
Comment #
I
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE B-40
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-10
Case Y-Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector(s):
Y-Joint: Aft Dome
Case Y-Joint Observations: Yes No Comment #
A. Corrosion?
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 VOL
SEC [ PAGE B-41
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-2
S&A Device (Barrier-Booster and Environmental Seal Regions) Condition
360T028 [ Side: Right (B) I Date: ..2, _)_'-c- _ 2_
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s): D< t_ft _)- 6_"_r-_L: /Y/- _F7 "_ /
Barrier-Booster Bore and Rotor Observations: Yes
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rlng (In Groove)?
v"
D.$<,,,/,J,
No
v"
,,,,,
/
v"
i
v"
Y
v
B. Soot To or Past O-rings?
C. Heat Affected Metal?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Metal Damage?
F. Excessive or No Grease?
G. Corrosion?
H. Foreign Material?
I. Teflon Retainer Damage?
Environmental Seal Reaion Observations:
J. Environmental O-rlng Assembly Damage (Visible
Without Magnification)?
K. Foreign Material?
Notes / Comments
/
Preliminary PFAR(s)? if Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes /11 No
No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _,-3_-(>
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOCNO TWR-64216 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-42
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-7
S&A Rotor Shaft O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector(s):
Location: S&A Device Barrier-Booster Rotor Shaft
Forward Primaw O-rina Observations.
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
No
J
/
Comment #
Aft Primary O-rina Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Forward Secondary O-rina Observations;
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
F. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Aft Secondary O-rina Observations;
G. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
H. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s) ? Yes
Clarification Form (s)?
m
Yes
No
J/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOCNO TWR-6"4216 IVOL
JPAGE B-43
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
MotorNo.: 360T028 I Side: Right(B) [ Date: ,_/ _ "TZ- r
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(a): _.,_,_(. _, _o,_.,,L_ ; /_. _, 0,'_ : _. _d_J. _-_//_'__ J-_irJ,_J=I¢- i
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore F
i
Yes Comment # I
FL_ak Check Plua Observations:A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D, O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F, Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
No
I
I
I
f
y
/
I
I
/
I
Y
i
/
Y
V
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes
Yes
// No
NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216
SEC
Ivo(
IPAGE B-44
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
i
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _'_'_l D . _(#c._" t [_. l..y,_x,
Location: 126-Degree Barrier-Booster Bore
B-4
Date: _-r _--c =/'z_
b. 6<<11,,7,c_ zr.
Leak Check Plua Observations,
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No Comment #
Y
J
J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes '/_ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
•/_ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
PAGE B-45
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No,:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): C-r. /4._ e. _ j
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PIuglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
360T028 [ Side: Right (B) [ Date:
l
5! 9_
Location: 126-Degree B-,rrler-Booster Bore
Secondary O-ring Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No
/
g
Comment #
,l
Preliminary PFAR(s)? J/ Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): -_" _ C " (_
Clarification Form(e)? Yea _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO.
REVISION _ SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
PAOE B-46
_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 Right (B) ( _i c_ _ __
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): [3.._, ._ ' _. [_/_. IH. Ly,,._. L_._/_rJ, ('. T==,_,'- I. £tc_._J,.J_ _'=
Location: 18-Degree SII ' " / r -
SII
Observations; Yes No
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces? /,,/
B. Soot To or Past O-ring? V/
C. Foreign Material? //,
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)? k/
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)? //
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring? j/
G. Excessive Grease on SII? _/
H. Corrosion? /f/
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)? //
Comment #
SII Port Observations.
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
/
NO
NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No,(s):
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
PAGE B-47
_.,_I_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/S. Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B) I Date: _q _L_'c _'_--
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): _.le_ t)._-_ec, L_L,, /14. _/r,_- , _J. _c_JJm. D.r_//_J
Location: 18-Degree SII
_;11Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SIl?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Notes / Comments
Yes No
//
j/
Comment # F
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes
Yes
/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
/ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO,
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) Date: ,,.gt /_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _V_,-, _. l'xi¢.c_L_ /,/I. _, _._, _ j_ //_,.,J, (--. "7_v_,-,
' • / /
Location: 18-Degree SII
_'?._
Primary_ O-rina Observations;
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Secondarv O-rina Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No
f
Y
V
I/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _. Yes v/ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
PAGE B-49
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date:=_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): (_. _,_,_ _. _,_,,_,L_L 7 /H, _.y_(,./ L_. i_[/#_#
Location: 198-Degree SII
SII Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on SII?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No Comment #
/
o"
J
w'
J
/
J
_;II Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Leak Check Through Hole?
Notes / Comments
9It! ? r_ _"$ _,lrr,,r _= se#l r=,._
p-,.-r_._,rv'._ _ .¢c¢',_'=/X%-<
J
v"
,/
,/
...¢,.f 2
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Yes / No
Yes /I No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
SEC
_'__I_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector(s):
Location: 198-Degree SII
SII Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and SII?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Right (B)
m
Yes No
/
t/
Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
j
Yes _" No
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes
u
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
REVISION DOC NO, TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-51
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check Plug/S.) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Right (B) I Date: o_I <_--<_---
Assessment Engin¢=r(s)/Inspector(s):
Location: 198-Degree SII
Primary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Secondary O-rina Observations:
C. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
D. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
/
d
/
/
F
F
F
F
Notes / Comments
Yes J/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __Clarification Form(s)? _ larification Fo_O.(S):
DOCNO. TWR-64216
REVISION _ SEC
I VOL
I PAGE B-52
__I_ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 _Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s),_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observation_
A. Soot To or Past O-rings? _:s No
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material? " -v:/
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring? _//
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)? [,,/
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rlngs (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
__ V /
I. Metal Damage?
Comment #
Notes / Comments
ce
\,
J
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
Clarification Form(si? _ Yes
b
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
PAGE B-53
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspect°r (s) ___3___
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
,m=mmammm
m
Primary O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes
_econdarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes / Comments
mmmmm=mm=
I
Comment #
i
Preliminary P...... v^., _/ Na s Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IvoL
SEC I PAGE B-54
__-4_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/SII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B) Date: j_I//_5/C/_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s):'_ ,(__r:? ¢_o_,_jj,]_/_ ; YV. A/d)/_, {I)
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No Comment #
J
J
J
Leak Check Port Observations.
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
v"
v"
.J
/'
V,,
Notes / Comments
g
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOCNO TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-55
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Sngineer(s)llnsp_ctor(s): "_. _/Ix-loz-_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex _a-ring-to-Cowi (Joint #2)
I
Leak Check Plu(] Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
I Data:
Yes N_/ Comment #
/
Notes I Comments
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
bOONO. TWR-64216 I voL
RL-,qStON_ SEC I P*GE B-56
_'U4::_I_CORPORATIO N
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): )'-_t'/}/t/_
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Secondarv O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Notes I Comments
,/
Yes No Comment #
s "_NO Preliminary PFAR Number (s) _
Clarification Form s ? _ "-
• ( ) Yes o Clarification Form Page No.{s):
REVISION _ DOC NO.
SEC
T3krR-64216 IVOL
JPAGEB-57
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Enginc__.:(s)llnspector(s).:"_f_ _ Ovy'_Jr
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal No_'71e Joint Obsenmtions:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Materiel?
D. RTV in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Comment #
Notes I Comments
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EO
TWR-6_i_ 16 IvoL
pA(_ B-58
J
%
\
\
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 j Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s):_.L/'_cuF£.C_/_, _//J__ _(JO
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
/,_l/Z,, Iq,:_
Primary O-rina Observations_
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rlng?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
YQI Comment #
Secondary O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
/
/
L/
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarificatio-"'-'_ Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.ls):
P.LmVISION _ DOC NO. TV/R-64216 [VOL
SEC J PAGE B-59
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII end Port Condition (At Removal)
I Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engin:o:(s)llnspeotor(s):i_i)J _/) C (_O I_._
Locn_tion: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Pluo Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (in Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
h Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
I
Yes No
V"
¢
V
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes I Comments
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
OOCNO. TWR-64216 I vot-
REVISION _ SEC IPAGE B--60
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check Plug/SII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector($): "_ {/4 6L_.(__/ , /..J { /__._ /_ ('t2/_,
Location: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Leak Check Plua Observations.
A. Foreign Material Between the O-rlng and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes Comment #
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes No
Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No,(s):
REVISION DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
PAGE B-61
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Smell Diameter (Leak Check Plug/S.) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 3§0T028 Side: Right (B) Date:
Asseis.-nent Engir:.-_,-_,(s)llnspector($): <'_. _dJl"_C_ ; ,_/ /(_ {_'_(-_
Location: Nose Inlet*to-Throat (Joint #3)
_;econderv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yea No Comment #
Notes I Comments
/
Clarification Form(s)? Yes " _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
ooc NO. TWR-64216 IvoL
=_vlsloN _ sac ] PAGE B-62
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
-- Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ca:.k_. /_l,,
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #I) '
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rlngs?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. RTV In Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
I. Metal Damage?
Notes / Comments
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
i
J Side: Right (B) J Date: / __ _/_ (;_ .._360T028
Yes
,/
/
No
J
Comment #
v'
I
,/
v
/05 -- 3 2.5
2)
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes _/ No
mmm,
Yes V" No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(a):
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TW'R-64216 [VOL
IPAOE B-63
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-5
Large Diameter (Joint) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _Oc_ /_,_, _. _,_hrc_:-
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
- t
Primary O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes
!
No
J
r
vl
Comment #
Secondary O-rino Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
,/
/
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yea No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
DOC NO.
BJEVISION _ SEC
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check Plug/all and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Data:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnapector(s): _o(_:_.# /_ _>/_ . 6_vc'_(s,_ [-/..,#,.
' ' { I
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
I2-is- q
#
Leak Check Plua Observations;
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
Yes No
,/
t/
I/'
I/
il
i/
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes / Comments
y,-
v_
I,/
i,/
1,/"
B, _
Preliminary PFAR(I)? __ Yes
Clarification Form(s) ?
v/No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
REVISION __ DOCNO. TWR-64216 I vc_-
SEC I PAGE 8--65
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B) Date: / _-- /._- (t;
AssessmantEngineer(s)llnspector(s): /_OC_C_/ A_ _Oy_(C._ _'t.,,(_: )/_C_,_V _._/.:._
I • " | • -
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yea No
J
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form(s)? Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
IUEVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 Ivc,-
IpA_ B-66
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSll) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
I
I Side: Right (B) Date: / i_'-/-_ - (,J ,._--Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): Rc_./<. vi A_ L , _-_ cqq'((,_ I"_ _'v- , J/_(._, v _ (._,
Location: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
Secondary O-rina Observatiortll.
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No Comment #
.j
J
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes _/ No
Yes ___ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
P-JEVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
PAGE B-67
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-3
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s) Ilnspactor (s):
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Ipternsl Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Soot To or Past O-rings?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Foreign Material?
D. R'rv in Contact With or Past the Primary O-ring?
E. O-ring Damage (In Groove)?
F. Heat Affected or Eroded O-rings (In Groove)?
G. Excessive or No Grease?
H. Corrosion?
h Metal Damage?
No
/
1 /
v'
Comment #
Notes I Comments
i rlqe  oll
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RE'VllSION
DOC NO. TWR-64216 I voL
8EC [ PAGE B-68
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B5
Large Diameter (Joint) Oring Condition (Detailed)
MotorNo 360T028 I Side Right(B) I Date
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): R0_J. _ I _'-_O_r_O_ /'_ _ _" )
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #_
Primarv O-rina Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Yes No Comment #
Secondary O-rtna Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Damage/Defects?
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
Dec NO. TWR-64216 lVOL
SEC I PACE B-69
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-1
Leak Check PluglSII and Port Condition (At Removal)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (S)
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector(s):
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
B. Soot To or Past O-ring?
C. Foreign Material?
D. O-ring Damage (in Groove)?
E. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring (In Groove)?
F. Excessive or No Grease on O-ring?
G. Excessive Grease on Plug?
H. Corrosion?
I. Thread Damage (Visible at Removal)?
No
.,,/
Comment #
Leak Check Port Observations:
J. Sooted Metal Surfaces?
K. Foreign Material?
L. Excessive Grease?
M. Corrosion?
N. Metal Damage?
O. Heat Affected Metal?
P. Obstructed Through Hole?
Notes I Comments
R]EYlSION --
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PA_ B-?O
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-4
Leak Check PluglSII Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right(B) I Date: /__/jf_L
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ._c_/'<-,_/' J_tS_ I (_o,_,_,_,_ _t_ : J_.z_l _j,:(-_
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Leak Check Plua Observations:
A. Foreign Material Between the O-ring and Plug?
B. Heat Affected Metal?
C. Seal Surface/Thread Damage?
Yes No
,/
Comment #
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes J No
Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOCNO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
JPAGE B-71
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-6
Small Diameter (Leak Check PluglSII) O-ring Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Englneer (s) llnspector(s):
!
Location: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
IDate:
I _"-" I--
Secondary O-rinD Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded O-ring?
B. O-ring Defects/Damage?
Yes No/ Comment #
Notes I Comments
/
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _/' No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IvoL
REVISION __ 81:C I PAGE B-72
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-8
Packing With Retainer Condition (Detailed)
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B) I Date: /_'_-/5 (_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): //_£)(Lkq _1<_ _of,_o_. H .,_F _ _ I _</_
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Jolnt #5) i - { j • _
Packina With Retainer Observations'
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Seal or Retainer?
B. Seal or Retainer Damage/Defects?
C. Corrosion?
Yes No Comment #
,/
V"
Notes / Comments
0
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVI_ON --
DOC NO. TWR-64216 [VOL
SEC I PAGE B-73
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _, 7___V_[_
H- Zl-q3
Factory Joint: Forward Dome
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
_A
K
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _ No
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _ No
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-74
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) J Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _-_, Z__
9-ll-q3
Factory Joint: Forward
Case Factory Joint Observations;
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
K
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corroslon to determine If pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brlte ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done In a clrcumferentlal direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
J
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION -- DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 I VOL
I PAGE B-75
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ _C___14
Factory Joint: Forward Center
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
k
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Sootch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification I_orm(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 [VOL
I PAGE B-76
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s): _, _ _, P._:) (_c_
Factory Joint: Aft Center
Case Factory Joint O_Fervations: Yes
A, Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
No
,7
Comment #
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes t No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form (s) ? __ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RE',.qSION
DOC NO, TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC }PA_E B-77
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side:
Assessment Engineer (s) llnspector (s):
Factory Joint: ET Attach/Stiffener
Right (B) I Date: _ zp/'-O/'-_P_
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes No Comment #
J
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine If pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brits ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal Is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,_mmlm
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
No
No
[
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): At//_(
Clarifi_
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 [voL
I PAGE B-78
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): d" _>_-_T'/J
Date: (_) _f-_/- _,_
Factory Joint: Stiffener/Stiffener
Case Factory Joint Observations: Yes No Comment #
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint? ._
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine if pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brite ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments /_D/_
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
__ Yes
Clarification Form (s)? __ Yes
REVISION
J NO Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_ication Form Page No.(s):
i=
ooc NO. TWR-64216
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-9
Case Factory Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
/,_JN /Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s).___.__:_. kOd
Factory Joint: Aft Dome
Case Factory Joint Observations:
A. Heat Affected or Eroded Joint O-ring?
B. Heavy Corrosion in Joint?
C. Heavy Corrosion in Leak Check Port?
Yes ,_ Comment #
Note: Heavy corrosion is defined as corrosion that causes pitting. It may be necessary to remove
corrosion to determine If pitting has occurred; however, care should be taken not to damage the
hardware. A cloth dampened with solvent or green Scotch-Brita ® pads may be used to remove
the corrosion. Corrosion removal is to be done in a circumferential direction only.
Notes / Comments
,ak_ 5_+
_v
Preliminary PFAR(s)? ._ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _'_ Yes
REVISION
_No
r-"
/ NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): //_/_
Clarificatibn Form Page No.(s): (V///t_
Dec NO TWR-64216 VOL
SEC I PAGE B-_O
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-10
Case Y-Joint Condition
I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s): A/'f_
Y-Joint: Forward Dome
Case Y-Joint Observations:
A. Corrosion?
Yes No
WA jvA
Comment #
!
Notes / Comments
Special Issue 3.2.1.1
/. A _ ,_,, _ 5,, _''+ _ _._
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? Yes Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 VOL
JPAGE B-81
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) B-10
Case Y-Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (s):
Y-Joint: Aft Dome
Csse Y-Joint Observations:
A. Corrosion?
Yes No Comment #
Notes I Comments
Special Issue 3.2.1.1
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
m
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _ No
REVISION
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE B-82
TWR-64216
Appendix C
Nozzle PFORs
Final Posfflight Hardware Evaluation Report
RSRM-28 (STS-53)
November 1993
Prepared for:
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALABAMA 35812
Contract No. NAS8-38100
DR No. 4-23
WBS No. 4C601-04-01
ECS No. SS4771
__4_--__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
P.O. Box 707, Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707 (801) 863-3511

CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST
PFOR # Title Side
C-1 Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition Left
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
N/A C-1
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left Joint #2 C-2
C-3 Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint Left
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Joint #2 C-3
Joint #3 C-4
C-4 Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint Condition Left
Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Joint #3 C-5
Joint #4 C-6
C-5 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint Left
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Joint #4 C-7
Joint #5 C-8
C-6 Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint Left
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Joint #5 C-9
C-7 Cowl Insulation Segment Condition Left Cowl C-10
C-8 Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing
Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Left Flexible Bearing, C-11
Protector, & Boot
C-9 Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Left Flexible Bearing C-12
Measurements Protector
C- 10 Throat Diameter Measurements Left Throat C-13
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
• alphabetic extension.)
REVISION ooc NO. TWR-64216 IvoL
SEC ] PAGE C-i
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFQR #
C-11
C-12
C-12
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location NumberTitle Side
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Left
Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Forward Exit C-16
Condition Cone
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Throat C-17
Condition
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Nose Cap C-19
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Cowl C-20
Condition
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
C-13 Cowl Ring Phenolic (SCP) Section Left Cowl C-22
Condition
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Left
Section Condition
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Left
Condition
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Left
Section Condition
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Left
Condition
Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Left
Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Outer Boot Ring C-14
& Flexible Boot
Aft Exit Cone C-15
Forward Nose & C-18
Aft Inlet Rings
C-12 Fixed Housing C-21
C-14 Forward Exit C-23
Cone
C-15 Fixed Housing C-24
C-16 Throat C-25
C-17 Nose Cap C-26
C-18 Forward Nose & C-27
Aft Inlet Rings
Aft Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Condition Left Aft Exit Cone C-55
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
DOC NO.
6EC
TWR-64216 [voL
PAGE C-u
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFQR # Title Side
C-1 Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition Right
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
N/A C-28
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right Joint #2 C-29
C-3 Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #2 C-30
Joint #3 C-31
C-4 Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint Condition Right
Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #3 C-32
Joint #4 C-33
C-5 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #4 C-34
Joint #5 C-35
C-6 Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Joint #5 C-36
C-7 Cowl Insulation Segment Condition Right Cowl C-37
C-8 Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing
Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Right Flexible Bearing, C-38
Protector, & Boot
C-9 Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Right Flexible Bearing C-39
Measurements Protector
C-10 Throat Diameter Measurements Right Throat C-40
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION DOCNO. TWR-64216 ]VOL
PAGE C-iiiSEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Title Side
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
C-11 Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Right Outer Boot Ring C-41
Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition & Flexible Boot
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Aft Exit Cone C-42
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Forward Exit C-43
Condition Cone
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Throat C-44
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Forward Nose & C-45
Condition Aft Inlet Rings
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Nose Cap C-46
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Cowl C-47
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Fixed Housing C-48
Condition
C-13 Cowl Ring Phenolic (SCP) Section Right Cowl C-49
Condition
C-14 Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Right Forward Exit C-50
Section Condition Cone
C-15 Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Fixed Housing C-51
Condition
C-16 Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Right Throat C-52
Section Condition
C-17 Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Nose Cap C-53
Condition
C-18 Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Right Forward Nose & C-54
Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition Aft Inlet Rings
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
DOe NO. TWR-64216 [VOL
REVISION _ SEC ] PAGE C-iv
/ #'_¢;_'_" CORPORATION TWR-S00S I
Revision ASPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
Motor No.: _)L.__)
Assessment Englnoor(s)/lnspector(s). _,___. ___.__.._
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Observations:
A. Metal Damage Duo to Transportation or Handling?
B. Phenolic Damage Duo to Transportation or Handling?
C. Foreign Material?
Side: _' Left (A) [] Right (e)
Yes N_/ Comment #
v/ J J
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
RLm_ISION _ DOC NO.
SEC
TWR--64216 [vo,
J PAGE C-1
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
(
b
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _-_,/_,_t_/_-_/_
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition , /
Io-/i,A# a
Joint: Nose inlet-to-Rex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the R'rv (Terminated, Through)?
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within R'rv?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenolics?
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion?
O. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
P. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
Q. Bent or Broken Bolts?
R. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Yes N,_/ Comment #
J.
¢
f_
/,
J'.
/
.K
Y
J' z-
f /
}eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
_///Yes _ No
Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _ _P_--'-- _
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV_ION _ SEC
ooc NO. TWR-64216 [you
I p^ae C-2
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-3
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Condition Drawing Worksheat
Motor No.. 360Tb28 Side: Left (A) Date:
r
Assessment Engineer(s) Ilnspeotor(s): ,_2
Sketch Observations Below (Include locations and sizes of Iketohed features):
Nose
Inlet
Housin
/Z
/J
GlassCloth
PhenolS,
Nose
Inlet
Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
7_10-, Cowl +
Housing
Silica Cloth
Phenolic
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Cowl Assembly
"_Clartfication Form(s)? __ Yes v/" No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
RL_dl_ION __ DOC NO.
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ , _11
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Ct. L, ;liar
/
Internal No"_le Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the R'FV (Terminated, Through)?
Yes No Comment #
J
B. RTV Not Below Char Line? v/'
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring? v/
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? --_
E. Uncured RTV? t//
F. Voids Within R'I'V? d/
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill?
H. Foreign Material? V'
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive? v/"
J. Damaged Phenolics? b/
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
L. Phenolica Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal? / /
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? _f/
O. Corrosion? V_ t_
P. Alignment Pin Damage? /
G. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? V/
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? v"
S. Bent or Broken Bolts? P'/t
T. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? v"
/
Notes I Comments
, eliminary PFAR(s)?
Ciarification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _'_ C"Oq
Clarification Form Page No.(s): CA-L_Lp_
DOC NO.
R]R'VISION_ SEO
TWR-64216 IvoL
lpAae C-4
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: I_ Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s) Ilnspector (s):
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
_" Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Rlng (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)*
[] Inner Boot Rlng (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive D.
B. Within Adhesive " E.
C. Adhesive-to-GCP F.
Circumferential Locatioq
.:,,
REVISION
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Seoaration Tvoe
*G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"I. SCP-to-CCP
Maximum Radial Width
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
TW_-04216 IVOL
IPAGE C-4a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
( POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-4
Nose inlet-to-Throat Joint (Joint #3) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.: 3601"028 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s) llnspector(s): .,f/L.--
Date:
Sketch Observations Below (include locations end sizes of sketched features):
O'= 3
Throat Assembly
Nose Inlet Assembly Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
-_ Throat
Housing
Glass Cloth Phenolic
/
i
! ./
_...larification Form (s)?
Nose Inlet
Housin
Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION m
DOCNO, TWR-64216 I voL
sEc [ P,,_aE C-5
i _r_4_,,4::;_ CORPORATION TVVR-50051
Revision ASPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFIJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: __;___ I Side: _ Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_,E, C.J=,---/_.
i
Joint: [] Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
[] Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint .#3)
[] Right (B) I Date: /_.-/_'._'_.
[] Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
[] Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Ho
h
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.
m
internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No
A. Gas Penetration in the R'IV (Terminated. Through)? _f//r
B. RTV Not Below Char Line? v/
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring? _/ t
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? Y/r
E. Uncured R'I'V? V /
F. Voids Within RTV? _,/,
W,G. Grease inhibiting RTV Backfill (Joints 3 and 4)?
Foreign Material? _ {
Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive? V/r
Damaged Phenollcs? q V /
Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. v /
Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
Heat Affected Metal? i_.
Unbonded or Blistered Paint? if
Corrosion? t_' ,.
Alignment Pin Damage (Joints 3, 4, and 5)? if ,
Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? _/
Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
Bent or Broken Bolts? if.
Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Comment #
Notes I Comments /
0
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,. .larification Form(s)?
Yes .__. No
Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): CI-(.,/_ =_'C_..-_/_ i
_',_sno_ __ DOC NO. TWR-04216 I VOL
8EC I PAGE C-6
CORPORATION TWR-S0OSl
Revision A
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
j Side: [_ Left (A) [] Right (B) i Date:iVIotor No.:
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (s):
Part:
O
[]
[]
Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
Throat Ring (Aft End)
Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
• [] Cowl (Forward End)"
r"] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive D.
B. Within Adhesive E.
C. Adhesive-to-GCP F.
Circumferential Location
0 °-
/.OJ_.:.__.V_°
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
_jauatlaLT.v_
A
°G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
°1. SCP-to-CCP
Maximum Radial Width
D._-o "
O.OsO "'
0,0_0
_, _Z_._
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION __
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE C-6a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
TWR-50051
Revision A
jvlotor No.:
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification F6rm
Side:
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
J_ Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
• [] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive
B. Within Adhesive
C. Adhasive-to-GCP
Circumferential Location
D. Within GCP
E. GCP-to-CCP
F. Within CCP
Seoaratlon Tvoe
*G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"I. SCP-to-CCP
Maximum Radial Width
0.o10"
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
IPAGE C-6b
CORPORATION TWR-$00S1
Revision A
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-5
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition Drawing Work, sheet
Motor No,: Side: J_ Left (A) [] Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s) llnspector (s): __
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketehed features):
o t se:ce.
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Glass Cloth Phenolic
Throat
Housing
Carbon
Phenolic
Glass Cloth
Phenolic
i1_-_1i Forward ExitCone Housing
Forward Exit
Cone Assembly
trification Form (s)? No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-64216 JVOL
]PAGE C-?
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer (a)/Inspector(s):
Date:
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Internal Nozzle Joint ObservatiOnS;
A. Gas Penetration in the R'rV (Terminated, Through)?
B. R'rv Not Below Char Line?
C. RW To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenolics?
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Usa Clarification Form.
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion?
O. Alignment Pin Damage?
P. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
Q. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
R. Bent or Broken Bolts?
S. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Yes No
v"
Comment #
_liminary PFAR(s)? __Yes ___ No
L i
Clarification Form(s)? __ Yea ___ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TW'R-64216 Ivol.
IPAl C-8
_CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
_-_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-6
t Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date: )_.-{'_,--_
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector(s): 1_
i
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
_.,_/_;_/___
Aft End Rin_
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible
Flexible Bearing
Protector
|
Clarification Form(s)? __Yes V / No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
]UEVISION
DOCNO.
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACEOPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-7
Cowl Insulation Segment Conditlon
Motor No.: 3603"028 Side: Left (A)
Cowl Insulation Seament Observations: Yes
A. Spring Pin Holes Completely Through the Cowl Segment?
B, Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion?
C. Soot Between the Cowl Segment and Cowl Housing?
D. Bondline Failure Mode? Data Collection Only. NIA
Date: p_JJ_q_
No comment #
4 ..__
/
J
NIA
Notes I Comments
 0 -i--lo
"_,D, ___-qo._._
'eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes V" No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION-- DOCNO. TW_-64216 I VOL
$EC I PAGE C-]0
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-8
Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
MotorNo.: 3e0T02a Side:Le.(A) Date:I_-I_;-_-
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,C, _-..-I&_L
m
Flexible Bearino. Beartno Protector. and Boot Observations:
A. Bearing Protector Burn-Through?
B. Cracks Through the Bearing Protector?
C. Bearing Protector Heat Effects or Erosion Other
Than at Cowl Vent Hole Locations?
D. Soot Between the Bearing Protector and Flexible Bearing?
E. Heat Effects to the Flexible Bearing?
F. Bent or Broken Bearing Protector Bolts?
G. Flexible Boot Bum-Through?
H. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion to Flexible Boot ID?
I. Foreign Material in Boot Cavity?
Yes Comment #
L
JF_
"eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): ___'_L.J I
Clarification Form(s)?
I
DOCNO. TW'R-64216 IvoL
R]EVISlON I
SEC II pAa_ C-11
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Flexible Boot Cavity Clarification Form
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): b_, _._dl._"L. _'.'._, _C,._p_;_V_L_
Description: F/_.)_ ,_::3_4 _,._J)"_ _ _J_ y_)_r_<,_,,-6_cow_t,_.{_._r_,_._ ;_z.c,JrOf _,..
- U I
Sketch Observations Below (include Iocatior/s and sizes of sketched features): _' Ip,_ _c>o_-
Bearing Protector
Flex BearingCowl Insulation Segments-_
_ _o °, /,l_",J't <,,C[_-Ily i_'_/
,s ! I
/, 5",c,,','-c, x" /./ _x,_u
5.V"_,',"_. x I 3 "'o._,'_,.I
Rex Boot
©
P
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO.
$EC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE C-1 la
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-9
Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Measurements
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date: /_,_ ,/_. _ &
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ZP)V.,¢_._
Record the Flexible Bearing Protector Gas Impingement Area Thickness Measurements (see figure) Below:.
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Degree Measurement Degree Measurement Degree Measurement
Location "A"" (inches) Location =A "° (inches) Location =A "° (inches)
0 ,-7_p'" 120 _'q_"" 240 ,7_v _
10 . _,_?" 130 .') _/_ * 250 ,'?o?_'"
20 ,710O # 140 .'_ 35"" 260 ,'_ _"
30 ,7 3S"" 150 _3_'" 270 ."_ 5_ "
40 ,'_ _/<)" 160 , "] 3°o" 280 ,7 _P'"
so ,7 .,_" 17o ."_f//" 290 .73s'"
60 :731" 180 ."7</'d# 300 .'?.S_ "
70 _ $/_"" 190 .'7_ _" 310 ")/_/#
80 .'7_'-.2" 200 _'780" 320 ,_OF "
90 ,7 9,0 '" "210 .7 _,2" 330 .'?/5""
100 .'7/./_, d 220 .'_ _" 340 .'7 ..%f/"
110 .7 ff',_ " 230 .../._; v 350 .'_=,_"
" "A" is the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
in-line with the cowl vent holes. It corresponds to the
deepest gas impingement location.
Notes I Comments
/V0/W
i,
•eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
]P.JEVIS1ON--
Dec NO. TW_-64216 ]VOL
SEC [ PAGE C- 12 "
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-10
Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360T028 J Side: Left (A) ]Date:
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): I_[_U_:I _/_/IJ{_( _I_I_.Z. __-__ ,
Record the Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements Below:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (Inches)
0 9b "
45 __j_ _,r
135 -_._-, 9 _._(._"'
Notes I Comments
_ularification Form (s)? Yes v / No Clarification Form Page No. (s):
I_VISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-64216 IvY.
I pAo_ C-13
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-11
Outer Boot Ring Char end Erosion Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
I
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Sngineer(s)llnspector(s): _ <:_/C,,_
Flexible Boot/Outer Boot Rin- SeDaration Observations:
A. Heat Effects in BootlOBR Separation?
I Date: 5/2--0,_p3
Yes No
,/
Comment #
Record the Outer Boot Ring Char end Erosion Measurements Below:.
Station
Location
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.3
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion
,OZ /,o7 ,08 .93 ,oz
,o# .?_ , o_ . ,_ 4 .oz
,03 . ?/ .03 ,_o 0
.o/ 73 ,o4 ,8/ .oz o_
270 °
Erosion Char
•oZ .z_
._ ._/
.o _0
.o 87
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
_cord the Number of Piles Remaining on the Flexible Boot:
Degree Plies
Location Remaining
o 3.8
90 3, /
180 3._:_
270 3.0
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Degree:
Notes I Comments
Special Issue 3.3.9: /V'_ ,,RS'A/O_',_,4_Z. _',_-_/,PA/ ,_/_)5 08'__e//6"Z>
"-_lliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
Yes _ No
Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ILEVISION
DOC NO.
b'_EO
_-_II_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
-- _ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
,,o,o,, I "" <'> I°,,*
Assessment Englneerls)llnspector(s): _ IZ__/_'-_ //_/X_Z.
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondllnalPhenollc Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adheslve
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Wlthln CCP
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adheslve-to-GCP
S 4 G
/ 2_ / I
94 8a __ 9_
Phenolic Removal Method: //_/d_ _/1_'_ I l_J ET.,_ _-- _ _'C_'_ _/'_'/D/
I
Metal Housina Bondllne Surface Observations: Yes No//
A. Soot? v_
B. Voids in Adhesive? v i"
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material? 11"
E. Voids in Polysulfide (Aft Exit Cone Polysulfide Groove)? P_
Notes I Comments O S _ PF_,_ CL_ I/¢-fC_-/'_'_/(/ _'#,_/v) P_E- c-i71>
Comment #
A'T- _ _-'F-.Zo_ /v)#;)< E,v c_"-p'z'-_NE ",V" -_l+J_.E v_/z_ _;" /9_' _:_,_A,._ED _ ,d.DO
_,-_liminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes _No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
-1 YClarification Form(s)? vf es _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): C-/5"/_
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
I PAGE C- 15
CORPORATION "2 "o"_0
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B) I Date: /
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspect0r(e): /¢j')].. __.(='--_ //_/_-_
Nozzle Subessembly_ /dr _ _ / T C d/V_'- #I_ 55 c_v/_'/.-_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements end Locations Below:.
2
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
/B</ /,_0 ;'._o
/33 .?o ,Do
1D_o ,#o ,_o
I_ 5 .#o , ¢o
9_ f,7o ,7o
_-/_ Z,_o 1.0c_
=__--o ,_o .lo
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
_,4o
II,_o
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
][UEI/ISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I P_OE C-15a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date: /
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _/_,_/_./_,_,_ _ /_/_/__ _d_
Phenolic Subassembly: Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase end Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
/ i
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Degree Location
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observationl;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
_- Comment #
Notes I _Comments
i'eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (I) ?
__ Yes
i 7--
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216
8EC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
I
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: ,_Left (A) [] Rlght (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): S /'_*_/"'_"_-
Nozzle Subassembly: /-I 0/'_/._/_ ._"_" _ (,'_ _,_
Record Bondllne Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
t I
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
,, .g-
-7__<-)C"° . -._") . ._ "
_° "7" y'"
" A_ "h'
_,_ /._" ,_"
i_ ,_'" ._,,
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
7-_
/o. _" "
2.'?"
/2. 9 "
/_._."
,7_ . ,7
_._,,
_./"
Notes I Comments
,j
]L]_/ISlON __
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOC NO. TWR--64216 IvoL
sEc I_^=EC-16a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
, POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): _ ,-_,.-,-r ,¢¢-/(...z _///. u_-/'J
Phenolic Subassembly: Throat Assembly
Record Primary BondllnelPhenollc Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase end Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Wlthin GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
S
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housina Bondllne Surface Observatlortl;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
--...,.
Notiis I Comments
.! _eliminary PFAR(s)?
,,..j
Clarification Form (s)? No
Yes No Comment #
./
f
P f,
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION OOCNO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C- 17
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
t;"_'_,,• _ Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) [] Right (B) Date:
Nozzle Subassembly: /_"_'_' '_r" _;_.._p_'_c'_/#/_L
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
C>
Z o_- .71o" /. 9o "
'_, ._. Vso /i l/ //
I!
./la
/
Notes I Comments
]LEVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s): 71"
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
IPAGE C-17a
_--_,_'_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ]4//[-- _Kc---. -_ /7) / /__
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Inlet/Forward Nose Rings
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
/00
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Metal Housino Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes N_t Comment #
I
ooc NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
PJEVISION I
8EC I
I _'AGS C- 18
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B) I Date: /-- //_-_)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): l_J /L _ __c-,,_ //_/_L-_/.._
Nozzle Subassembly: /V_ _,_c- //V_ _ _T-_-- //J//_"_
I
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:.
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
2"7j "° .7o ._0
o
344 _ .2_ .25-
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
40
"1
Notes / Comments _ TYPIC/'_'(-- _/v//p,CC. /_P/_ES /J/_ V _ /_>.._, 0. 3_  IV _>/_ _-,Y//V]/j /_)
I-,'-
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
DOCNO. TWR-64216 Ivo,
]BIEVISION SEC I PAGE C-18a
_-,__CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-123'
_" Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 380T028 J Side: Left (A) j Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /,(////_ k/_ - 5 / 1)//_"_--
i-/,_-.93
Phenolic Subassembly: Nose Cap
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolaae and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
5-
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
4
:_ Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
0-¢_" 4.5- _o
/5"-
)_-l_,b"- i_--I_
/T'- z9
,z_5--:._o
/8
2_-3/5-
! I /
Phenolic Removal Method:
!
Metal Housino Bondllne Surface Observations"
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No/ Comment #
p,-
w" /
v"
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I_'V_ION I
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216
[P_GE C-19
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
!'
\ ,7
Motor No.: 3S0T028 I Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ]_,/L. _C-_ /_/Cr'_(..
Nozzle Subassembly: /_/0 f" _
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
I Date: / -/_'- _
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements end Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
2_o 32- .ZZ-
Location on Bonding Surface
Diltence From Fwd Distance From Aft
1.4o
I g, P o
-_ 0 ° , _7. .-_S-
8i °
_'2 9F ° .35- ,Zoo
/Vt_7"/q'_- 7_ - p_J.D
I, o5-
• Y.'i
"_.' - Corresponding Comment Number(s): / t 71
DOC NO.
REVISION _ SEC
TWR-64216 I vot
PAGE C-19a
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.= 360T028 I Side: Left (A) J Date: !_ -. _ ._C_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _t_, _ d__'/(..... !_ _--f_p,._CZ_"_,,
Phenolic Subassembly: Cowl Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Within SCP
SCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
_._-_
/h O
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
/_/ Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot_
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No Comment #
/
v/" /
k/
Notes / Comments
}Special Issue 3.3.8:
I ,_c_.:'t I o-,,,.s,
,vl - ¢i
,eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
Yes _/No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_/ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _-Z_._,z_
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TVv'll-64216 ]voL
I PAGE C--20
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: [_] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,C_"_.._
.o..,._u,,....,b,.=C:,(_t
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements end Locations Below:
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
[] Right (B) I Date:
I
Degree
Location
2_qO
Void Size
Axial Circ. C¢._
_0_ =_,_
!
_,_
_._
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
O
0
0
/ f
,o.
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOC NO.
]_EVISION _ 8EC
TWR-64216 [voL
PAGEC-20a
_ .
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
'i" POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
"_ Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) Date: -" I-_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ C[,_,.. ;_._ PC_'2_W_.o.r'_ i-'_. Fr'___.'_VX
Phenolic Subassembly: Fixed Housing Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Record Secondary Bondline
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
/O
Degree Location
Failure Mode Percbntege (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
/o0
Degree Location
/OO 9?
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housino Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Materiel?
Yes No
J
v*"
L/
Comment #
1
Notes I Comments
o.v_ C- _.IC
\ _ • _- _" ll_. _ '
• " ry (s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): "_ _ -CI_L
Clarification Form (s)? _ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s):_-,-_./A, ):_ 0 _( L_
/
REWISION
OOCNO. TW'R-64216 Iv=
SEC I PAGE C-21
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
' Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: [_eft (A) [] Right (B) I Date: _2./17/Lj;
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _4_ "_jc_r_j_.jp_j)J _-,_ C.JjjH_11_ ,,"_d_l_j_-_)N
i
Nozzle Subassembly: _'_ _ _ T_ _'_ O_.,) %|/J _lp
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
Jz° .5-/5 .3e,
i1o° .q5 ,,3_
qZ_° ._, ._
I_ _' I.'_ .C_g
tg,_° °?5- .x>
°
z'_ .7_ .z._;
• --P---
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd
_mD
{o, 8
Distance From Aft
[. 8o
m
5,5
l.'l
"Z , Z.
, "Z,_
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 [VOL
SEC ] PAGE C-21a
"o
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
• r
Motor No.: 3601"028 Side:. _] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): )_, C..._o_Y-I
Description:
General Hardware Clarification Form
[] Right (e). Date: [c_-
Sketch Observations Below (Include I¢ and sizes of sketched features):
,° .v i j:/ ',,
/ I / '
' Adl_Ivc. ' ...." .
I. -,_
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOCNO. TWR-64216 I VOL
SEC I PAGE C-21b
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
General HerdwIre Clsrification Form
Motor No.: 3801028 Side:, I_ Left (A) [-I Right (B)
Assessment Engin--a- :(l) Ilnlpector(l):
.f
_VISION
Corresponding Comment Number(I):
DOCNO. TWR-64216 IYOU
-- I PAGE C-21c
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
r General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No,: 360T028 J Side: [_ Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date: [ __--.I¢-_..q
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,_, O o._'_-.., '_, _>c_<_;p4_,,_ , _, (V_,_ \\Q.,¢-
,:,.,c,,,>t,o,.,:_1._,.-_._,,.;<.--r__,.<.,J-._,._<,_._<>,.._i,,.,,__:_';4r_.
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
0 7<J°- ?'_°
_.<g"-C..q-%" _-£-/o£ 4,.4 _,t<L
-?q.°-_%°
i,-.l.'-.:"-.-S.5"_E-t-oC"4",,..>k..,e M. -
Ioo<' - Ii,g<>
S ,,_'- &'_.£" _.C-I-o1:'4",..,.,<£¢_k..,
I
q
I
i 1_.o"_¢4oq C-_4¢_.L1._ "c,.×:_\ × t. ©c;_-c.
i
J
J *_
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION
7Z' .... ." " " - ....... __ _ "
DOC NO. TWR-04216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-21d
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-13
Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Englneer (s) llnspector (s):
Cowl Phenolic Section Observations:
Side: Left (A) I Date:
, Yes
A. Cross-ply cracking In virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Record the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
No/
v:
Comment #
Station O° 90° 180° 270°
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
0.3 .3o o:_ _- . Z7 ./_Z .3o .5o ,2Z_ .._2
1.0 .3_. _ .2_ -_4. .._ .5/ ..a/ ._5
2.0 ,_P ,_,4 .2_ ._,7 ,3,,< ._? _ -
3.0 .,#8 _ .3/ .,_<_ .,_2 , _ ,3S ._._
i
s.0 .38 ._Z _2_' ._,7 .._o ._,<_ ,33 .d ?
s.0 ,._o ,/_,_ ._2 .<8o ,_--_<_ .7_" ,2_
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degr.ee:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _Yes v// No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TW'R-64216 JvoL
REVISION $EC J PAGE C-2,2
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 380T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Left (A) I Date:Side:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ,_C:_.<_d/_A
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Record the Forward Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.0
4.0
4.6
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
32.9
34.0
Yes
Negative Margin of Safety?
0 o 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
•74 .._ .75 . s3 .7_.
•36 .7,_ .3d ,7_, ,55 .73
Yes / No Station:
Notes / Comments
5//8/93
No Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
.34
,34 ._o
Degree:
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes v/ No
,__rification Form(s)? Yes v// No
R,LrVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
IP^GE C-23
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 380T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-15
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Side: Left (A) I Date: 5//,_/93
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,_. <_/_./1<_ L
Fixed Housing Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes
Record the Fixed Housing Char end Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 °
Location Erosion Char
0.0 .0# /,/3
1.0 .02 _,_
2.0 .03 • .q5
3.0 .O2
4.0 .O,d ,_S
5.0 ,03 ._ 7
e.o 0 .,$7
7.0 ¢;> .Z_
8.0 0 ._/
9.0 0 .72
10.75 _
Negative Margin of Safety?
90 °
Erosion Char
,o_ /,oo
._ , f?
O ,87
0 ._
0 _
0 .77
w/A wlA
J f
Yes /
180 °
Erosion Char
0 X12
,0# .e5
,,92 .q /
0 ,9/
0 ._q
0 .<_S
0 .86
o .75
(0 ,,_
.v/.# _/_
No Station:
Notes I Comments
No Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
,o4
.QS zOl
,0_ LO/
,05 /.00
.03 .94
.02 . ?.3
0 .PO
0 -7-_
0 ,_,_
./<S /.4_
Degree:
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,.,arification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
V/No
,,/No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DeC NO.
$EC
TWR-64216 Ivo,
I PAaE C-24
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-16
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
I
Motor No. : 360T028 I Side: Left (A)
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s): ,_>.<_d/c,_
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic Section Observationll;
A. Cross-ply cracldng in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Date: _/i_/_
Yes No
J
Comment #
Record the Throat Inlet Ring end Throat Ring Char end Erosion Measurements Below:
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
/.o_ .,d7
/.o_" ..d9
/./z
/,/4, . E5
/,ZO
//<_ . 44
/./7 . ,_7
x13 .47
.,_
.9.._ ..5/
._G .5_
.B3 .5_
.J9 .7o
Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes / No
..,arification Form (s)? Yes / No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
J
REVISION DOC NO TWR-64216 JVOL
SEC [ PAGE C--25
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Side: Left (A) I Date: _/20/_.-_
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _{,//__.,
Nose CsD Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Record the Nose Cap Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.5
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
26.0
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,,/A .zq
• 41 .S_> ._ ._2
.47 .54 .4o .$7
._ _ .4_/ .4_ ...._4-
-_7 .$2 .46 S_
.SOl .52 .S4 .50
.7/ ,47 .s? .47
.7o .4G _ .4_
.Ao .'?7 .42
/.79 ./-,_ /.49 ._,I
J. 97 ._8 /.7_ ,_.7
4 ¢2 .74' x 2/ .7o
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes
Yes
180 °
Erosion Char
._/ ._Z
.47 .#<_
.4,8 .'¢7
.z,,z .44
• 7/ .Jq
.7_ .42
,q_, .4/
._7
/10 .7:_
No Station:
No
/
y-
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
.3 / ._0
.41 .55
.4__ .5#
.#_ .SZ_
•_._¢ .4-,5
.?¢ .#2
._5 ._
455 ._,7
17.5" .7/
/,Z3 .7,4
Degree:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
_.arification Form (s)?
VfNo
(
/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
R]EVISION --
Dec NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE C-26
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
Forward Nose Ring end Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Left (A) I Date: -._/20/_3
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. <_/,.//c.,_"
Forward Nose end Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic Section Observations;
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
No
/
/
Comment #
Record the Forward Nose Ring (-503) Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0° 90° 180°
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
2s.0 1.27 .6,9 i,I/ ._,5 1,07 r_,g
300 .P'_ ._/ .9/ .7/ •_'O ./,,
32.0 .c// ._ , .c// .5_ ._3 ._
270 °
Erosion Char
/,/z ._,
.q7 ._9
._'5 ._,.._
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Station: Degree:
Record the Aft Inlet Ring Char (-504) end Erosion Measurements Below:
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
.z_<_ .5c..
,_'2 ._0
402 _v5
Degree:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
' _.arification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
No
NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
IPAGE C-27
CORPORATION TWR-S00SlRevision A
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Observations:
A. Metal Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?
B. Phenolic Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?
C. Foreign Material?
Yes No / Comment #
, ¢'
_' _/ I
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
REVISION
ooc NO TWR-64216 Ivo,
SEC I PACE C-28
'_"J_d:_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
i
Motor No.: 360T028 J Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector(s): ,.,-'__,,_'_ Z_'_'_'
Date:
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within R'rv?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenolics?
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
"'. N. Corrosion?
O. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
P. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coll Insert)?
Q. Bent or Broken Bolts?
R. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Yes
f
f
f
f/
/
J
,_fj
f
Comment #
7-...
/
Notes / Comments
_liminary PFAR(s)?
.j
V/' Yes
Clarification Form(s) ? Yes
NO Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _'_------- C_
_ion Form Page No.(s):
I
Doc NO. TW'R-64216 I vo,
REVISION I
SEC I PAGE C-29I
_¢__CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
--_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-3
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Condition Drawing Worksheet
i
.o,o,No.,.o_0,_ _..,.,..,(.) I°"",/M\"Y?_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'E¢#" _ _/_L_ { /V{.
/
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and siz@s of sketched features): , o
l O. Io _,.,_.&,_-," _*'_ +"P c_o.,4 ¢,.v_l .
- ,,V_-_ _- _ H#'
Nose
Inlet
Housin
Glass
Cloth
Nose
Inlet
Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
\
3Go °
Silica Cloth
Phenolic
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
t
_._arification Form(s)? __Yes __ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
O_i,m
"r"llLl_,_
I_VISION __
Dec NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 ]VOL
IPAGE C-30
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
::'_t POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (S)
B
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _, __.., C[_," L , _, _\\,_¢"
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? _/"
B. R'IV Not Below Char Line? L/'
C. R'IV To the Primary O-ring? p,,*
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? v/
E. Uncured RTV? _,,
F. Voids Within RTV? L,,"
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill? _,-
H. Foreign Material?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
J. Damaged Phenolics? V/
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. _I"
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal?
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
O. Corrosion? . J
P. Alignment Pin Damage?
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? j
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? J
S. Bent or Broken Bolts? p,/
T. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? _/
Notes I Comments
Comment #
/
_liminary PFAR(s)? W" Yes __ No
Clarification Form (s)? Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _Z__. -'_-
Clarification Form Page No.(s):f'_ ,
II_EV]$1ON _ DOC NO' TW_-64116 Iv°L
.. SEC PAGE C-31
_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): _,E'
Part: rl Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Rlng (Aft End)
_] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Side: [] Left (A) _ Right (B) I Date:
o fk...
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)*
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive D.
B. Within Adhesive E.
C. Adheaive-to-GCP F.
(_ircumferentlal Location
O- , 60
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
"G. Adhesive-to-SCP
• H. Within SCP
°1. SCP-to-CCP
Senaration TvDe
g
Maximum Radial Width
b,o/K
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION
DOCNO. TWR-64216 I VOL
8EC I PAGE C-3ta
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
"_" POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-4
' :i
Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint (Joint #3) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Motor No.= 360T028 I Side= Right (B) I Date= /_.. - / _.._.---
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): , ___
Sketch Observations Below (include locations end sizes of sketched features):
r"
Throat Assembly
Nose Inlet Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Glass Cloth Phenolic
Housing
Glass Cloth Phenolic
Nose Inlet
Housin
t
'" .,,arification Form(s)? Yes _o.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-64216 IvoL
IP^GE C-32
CORPORATION TWR-S00$1
Revision A
SPACE OPERATIONS
(
POSTS=LIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: '_(_.(.__{J_..__ I Side: r'-I Left (A) [_ Right (B) I Data:
Assessment Engineer(s)lln/pector(s): _,_, _.,J(_¢._.
Joint: [] Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
[] Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint .#3)
[_] Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
[] Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
Int@rq_l Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the R'rv (Terminated, Through)?
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill (Joints 3 and 4)?
H. Foreign Material?
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
J. Damaged Phenoiica?
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal?
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
O. Corrosion?
P. Alignment Pin Damage (Joints 3, 4, and 5)?
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical CoIl Insert)?
S. Bent or Broken Bolts?
T. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Yes _/ Comment# I
J
L/"
V"
v"
v
{
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
( 31arification Form(s)?
Yes V/" No
Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): _---'-_ _---_.
I
OOC NO. TWR--64216 IVOL
lt]EVISION__ 8EC I PAGE C-33
SPACE OPERATIONS
TWR-S0051
Revision A
/
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Motor No.: Side: [] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer( s) /Inspector( s ) :
[_ Right (B) I Date:
Part: J_ Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Rlng (Aft End)
, [] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[]Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive
B. Within Adhesive
C. Adhesive-to-GCP
Circumferential Location
- I0 -
D. Within GCP
E. GCP-to-CCP
F. Within CCP
Seoaratton Ty_a
"G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"1. SCP-to-CCP
Maximum Radial Wilt h
O,oFD"
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO,
8EC
TWR-64216 I VOL
I PAGE C-33a
CORPORATION TWR-50051Revision A
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle !nterface Separation Clarification Form
MotorNo.:"_--_L-_ I Si_,:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Left (A) (,)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
"" [] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive D.
B. Within Adhesive E.
C. Adhesive-to-GCP F.
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
°G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"!. SCP-to-CCP
Circumferential Location Maximum Radial Width
D,_/O
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
RLEVISION
DOC NO.
eEC
TWR-64216 JVOL
I PAGE C-33b
_-_4_--_4_ COFIPORATION TWR-S00Sl
Revision ASPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOI_) C-5
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition Drawing Worksheet
m
Motor No.: Side: [] Left (A) _ Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): G _ I(.--
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketehed features):
Throat Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Glass Cloth Phenolic
Throat
Housing
Carbon
Phenolic
Forward Exit
Cone Assembly
Glass Cloth
(_ ollc
_--_11 Forward EXItCone Housing
_rification Form (s) ?
IUEVISION
__ Yes V/'' No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO.
SEC
TW_-04216 I VOL
I PAGE C-34
"_¢,_--_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Date: _-Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/lnspector(s): _, 01 k,Ek._
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
.:-r_
..... ::'k
4"
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? V /
B. R'rv Not Below Char Line? v /
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring? V/
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? V F
E. Uncured R'rv?
F. Voids Within R'rv? V"
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive? _/'
I. Damaged Phenolics? _"
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing? 1/'"
L. Heat Affected Metal? f
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion? V/
O. Alignment Pin Damage? _/"'
P. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? /"
Q. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
R. Bent or Broken Bolts?
S. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Notes / Comments
Comment #
<D
Yes J No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
yes'_____larification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TW'R-64216
_iiminery PFAR(s)?
clarification Form(s)?
PJEVISION -- SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_, _.._,¢),.._ / _;_" ?_s._,_,.._ _
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
...__r'_.J_;_ L),_DS _'_ __.
®
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-6
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Aft End Ring
_)Special Issue 3.3.1:
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Boot
Flexible Bearing
Protector
.rification Form (s) ? Yes Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION __
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 ]VOL
PAGE C-36
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-7
Cowl Insulation Segment Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,,,_o C'(_¢,¢, t "-_" "_'_';"_4"Vt
Cowl Insulation Seoment Observations:
A. Spring Pin Holes Completely Through the Cowl Segment?
B. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion?
C. Soot Between the Cowl Segment and Cowl Housing?
D. Bondline Failure Mode? Data Collection Only.
Date:
Yes
NIA
(
No
v'
V
v'
N/A
Comment #
Notes / Comments
8s',_,'O0,_/._,,,e- r.,
L..'/'z J.v JF'f"_f',,,'_'
. ..c_rf,_¢.,_,-.r
• ,,_ _'_._._._
_liminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
Clarification Form (s)? __ Yes
_/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_fication Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-37
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-8
Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Assessment Engineer (s) llnspector(s):
Yes No
,/.,
v"
Flexible Bearino. Bearino Protector. and Boot Observations:
A. Bearing Protector Burn-Through?
B. Cracks Through the Bearing Protector?
C. Bearing Protector Heat Effects or Erosion Other
Than at Cowl Vent Hole Locations?
D. Soot Between the Bearing Protector and Flexible Bearing?
E. Heat Effects to the Flexible Bearing?
F. Bent or Broken Bearing Protector Bolts?
G. Flexible Boot Burn-Through?
H. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion to Flexible Boot ID?
I. Foreign Material in Boot Cavity?
Comment #
Notes I Comments
siiminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s)? Yes
R_'VISION
JNo Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
N__"__o Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO,
_-64216 IvoL
SEC I PAGE C-38
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-9
Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Measurements
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right(B) I Date: ,/-_. "/_ - _2
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _r'r..,,,/" ,_..s"_l,_, . t_, _, _R'/_.g
Record the Flexible Bearing Protector Gas Impingement Area "l_hickness Measurements (see figure) Below:
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Degree Measurement Degree Measurement Degree Measurement
Location "A "° (inches) Location "A"* (inches) Location "A"" (inches)
0 ."/3Y" 120 ,74'0_" =40 _=,¢f
10 ,"),_/" 130 ") _'_ '_ 250 :7/# '_
20 ..)_.._ ,e 140 .7 _/5"* 260 .'_/_q
30 ,._/_ 4, 150 ..)o2j >w 270 ,'__ q
40 ,7 t'//* 160 .7_f" 280 . "_/_ "
50 ._/6 ,r 170 _'72_" 290 _-2._"
60 ,'2 V JP" 180 ,-2,,?V" 300 .Ta?O "
70 .'2_" _ 190 .7o?_ 'v 310 .'23"o"
80 .")3_ " 200 ,_ ]q" 320 ,'7 3 (,"
90 ,7;;& ' 2_o p _" 330 ,-__'6"
100 ,") 0_'" 220 .7,1 S"" 340 .7_'*'
110 ,7_3" 230 .'_0_ _ 350 _ 5"0 _
" "A" Is the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
in-line with the cowl vent holes. It corresponds to the
deepest gas Impingement location.
Notes / Comments
eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
__ Yes
__ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
t
Clarification Form Page No.($):
REVISION __
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 IVOL
I PAGE C-39
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
< POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-10
Throat Diameter Measurements (Date Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) J Date:
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): /V_I_P'/ ___JI_//_L_-_.,, _-_
Record the Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements Below:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (inches)
o ._, 9S._"
4s _'_, 96_-"
90 .._, _Jo"
135 3_', 9_'7
Notes / Comments
"_._.arification Form(s)? Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-64216 JvoL
JPAGE C-40
"___CORPORADON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-ll
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
I Motor No.: 380T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _/Z_/_,_ I
m
FIQxible Boot/Outer Boot Rino SeDaration Observations: Yes No Comment #
A. Heat Effects in Boot/OBR Separation?
Record the Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:.
Station 0 o 90 o 180 o 270 o
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
8.0 .o/ .,¢,z _ ._,? zo3_ /.o7 _
g.0 .o4 ._z • 02 ._ .0_ ._ -_/_
10.0 . o_ .78 ,,o # ._8, .od ,78 •o_ .a<_
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
_ecord the Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:
Degree
Location
0
90
180
270
Plies
Remaining
B,Z
50
S.7
J,/
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Degree:
Notes / Comments
7o7",q_ _-A'_:CTED D _:Pf'_
Preliminary PFAR(s)? _Yes I/f No
__ ,,_rification Form(s)? _ Yes / No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
8EC
T'W"R-64216 IVOL
I PAGE C-41
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
/
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B) Date: /- _- /_ .._
Assessment Englneer(s)/Inspector(s): J_J/L/_ _'--_ / }_/P-_--_ /_"O_/
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
qecord Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Degree Location
/F- / /
/
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Materiel?
E. Voids in PolysuIfide (Aft Exit Cone Polysulfide Groove)?
Notes / Comments _ _ _ )_-_ C L/°_ / _/CA _7_/V
Yes No
w/
Comment #
"_!eliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _ NO
Clarification Form(s)? _ Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOCNO. TWR-64216 IvoL
SEC
IPA_ C-42
CORPORAT/ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Side: r-] Left (A) [_ight (B) I Date: /- _;_ _._
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): W /L _ _ //_/?-._-'_/_"_/_/
Nozzle Subassembly: /_/=:7"- _--,J(/7-- C__/V'_" /_ _;--q'_'/
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:.
Degree
Location
/
IT--
¢7
9T
_8
3_q-
Void Size
Axial
.30
•70
• "_B
/, 9o
/, 2_0
,5-0
I,IO
,5-0
,?_--
Circ.
4o
I
_.2_
,75"-
,50
3 -0
.70
, _/0
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
-_3,_
2 _ 2_o
L_,?_-
7,7_-
Notes / Comments
• I
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
REVISION __ $EC I PAGE C-42a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
_-_'_. POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
g
.i Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
q d
_o,o, ,o. I Side: Right (B) I Date: t _/_/"-/_ 7
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): _ _-J,,_._._ _, "_/_',,_'/Y.L IPhenolic Subassembly: Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase end Wedge Removal):
Degree Location
t<.,e / £ /_" l_d" fC -'<',- "_"
7s"
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenollcs):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observations;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes
,K
i
/,
Comment #
I
i
G
T
h
Notes / Comments
J
_liminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes _J__ No
Clarification Form(s)? i Yes __ NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TW_-64216 IvoL
I PAGE C-43
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
/ " Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
' _ ¢ (
 o,o,No °,o.=
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): __. _i),_d_. /_'_/Z _, "_',_ / E-_ "/
Nozzle Subassembly: ji._o _,_R/#.._ _".,_'/_ ("_ _I_"
Record Bondllne Adheslve Vold Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial
/y/ " i,/_ "
/_yo . ?s"
17_ ° X. ¢_ '_
Z,_/ ° /. 20 "
,)
L
.....Z'_.'"
Clrc.
•/
._o"
##
. _d
• _/0"
._/0"
70 t.
4- ;"
Z. 7o
#//./._
• ¢._-'
/._S "
_. 2P "
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd
/-<'.S "
9.0"
///"
2._'"
ZO"
Distance From Aft
/I.6 '
i_/? ',
I::,_ ,'
td. 7_"
_.8"
Z.t"
Notes I Comments
:I
I_VlSlON __
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216IvoL
IPAGEC-43a
"_-__CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): _ _d..,_._s,
Date:
Phenolic Subassembly: Throat Assembly
Record Primary BondllnelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
©
/00
Degree Location
'/SS / ,2O
/00 /o2J
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
<_'_ Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP /
..,..----
mr-""'"
f
fJ
i,
Phenolic Removal Method:
I
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corroslon?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes
v/
No Comment #
/
Note_ Comments
sliminary PFAR(s) ?
Clarification Form (s)?
/-/;.AUS igt_Oo..+oo / _IJrl'/_E" ¢, iX _t'<'i'llit'_''_ee-"
__ Yes ,.7 No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
J_ Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _- ,-/'yA
REVISION
DOC NO, T_-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-44
"_rI,,_4_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
Y \ Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
MotorNo.: 360T028 Side, r'] Left (A) _Right (B) I Date, _/_/?__.
Nozzle Subassembly: 7"/,_ _ ,,_._".C/V
Record Bondllne Adhesive Vold Measurements and Locatlons Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
1_/_ o ,9o" . _"
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
t7, _/"
_.o " .7.0 '"
' t
_,, _,,
#4'#.. " "
q
Z_O °
o
Notes / Comments
j
,° Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
itL_iSiON__
DOC NO.
8EC
TWR-64216 [ VOL
I PAGE C-44a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Side: Right (B) Date: I- IB--_B
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspactor(s)-" //_/L_/_ _ //w//--K--E $/_/E-/_L
Phenolic Subassembly" Aft Inlet/Forward Nose Rings
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yea No Comment #
_-" /
f 2-
_,_liminary PFAR(s) ?
Clarification Form(s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO.
aEC
TWR-64216 IvQ.
I_Ao_ C-45
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T028
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Side: [] Left (A) [_ight (B) [ Date: 1 /B-
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below.
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
/ 4-O .'_O . z_
,3o
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
p,/_-_V.. ->z_ -A__=7-
• gO
.70
il
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
]_'I_ION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 Iv°"
I PAGE C-45a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
! POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
..... Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date: /_ 1#-_
i
i
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /(_]/._ J._ _ //_,//._ _ _'-_/_//E-_L_.
Phenolic Subassembly: Nose Cap
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolale and Wedge Removal):
Degree Location
a-_
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP /DO
Within CCP
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C, Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Notes I Comments O 5C'E-
Comment #
!?liminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
]_'VI_iON --
__ Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Yes __ No Clarification Form Page No. (s): C- -- _ _'/_
DOC NO.
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: _ Left (A) _Right (B) I Date: /--//_:;)-- _ "_
Engineer(s) IInspector (s): //_ K_Assessment Ld
Nozzle Subassembly: /_D_'- _
Record Bondllne Adhesive Void Measurements end Locations Below:.
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
I_ / .30 .2t9
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From__P_P_P_P_P_P_P_P_P_Distance From Aft
/z.7o
17#
z97
._-- .,zo /o. ¢,o
._c_ .IF'- _,_
,_,_ , e-I 7. 80
/vIEZ-/rL-- r_- F_JD
•_5 .i _ /._
,_'¢- .J7 I.¢5
LJ'
Notes I Comments (2_) 7"_PIc/_L" _;,A_L-fj_ _p/'/-6-_IV6-- /J_ I_S, _..3_ ,,,4/. D/,_,/_-)'I/_/Pl,W&_e- "z-
l_ _14E_)uE vo/_5 /iV' A/t_:;_ " :_,/:>-7"_-,/e°sb'-I,/v_,'_tA/C ,,4-7- /3°,_/D 2.[,7 °
'1
"_.' . Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
]ItEVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-64216 I VOL
PAGE C-46a
CORPORATION %
SPACE OPERATIONS
/ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 ] Side: Right (B) ] Date: t_--" 1_" _--"
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector (s): _ , Ct (kl'" _._-.
Phenolic Subassembly: Cowl Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Within SCP
SCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
J_!(A Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observatlong;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No j, Comment #
v"
J /
v_
Notes / Comments __ '_ _ I'd_
P--__<_- c ._7_ , "
_liminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes _'/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_,a.f_cat_o.Forml._?_ Yes No C_a.f_oationF rmPageNo(s): g-_7/_
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-47
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
i
Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,
Nozzle Subassembly: _ _
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
.r'_,::].
/oo _ _._o _,.I ,,/o_,
/_/<__ 7--,'_ s-.?.:s--,.75-
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
D
0
Notes / Comments I_
I_EVISlON __
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
DOC NO. TWR-64216 iVOL
SEC I PAGE C-47a
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
,-"_:_ POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
....... Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
,i
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right(B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _/]--ll_'-_ / /A_ []..J__.
Phenolic Subassembly: Fixed Housing Assembly
/ z-I?-?"z-
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
30 -75--
/.0 3
,_o 73
30 ;25"
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
-v.,.. Degree Location
- !_S-_
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
4 T--[3ff"L_5=;Z7 Zzy-7/5-
4_
'_:- io0 G_
Phenolic Removal Method:
/00
Z2
zy
i i
Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes N_ Comment #
/
J"
/_tes / Comments
_., _" _._/, "_, -- _,
-Tdd ¢"-_.3 2.,.e'_-- / ':......
"::diminary PFAR(s)? Yes No
ClarificationForm(s)? -_ Yes __ No
d_/D5
" " _ L ,"e.,_d'o ,,/ _ ? _ . _ ..Y'I=,°#/2@"-t .' "_",_.
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _'_-__;"_" O
Clarification Form Page No.(s): #_ _ -
REVISION --
DOCNO. TWR-64216 IvoL
SEC IPAGE C-48
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
('
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: [] Left (A) [_ Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _, _ _'._/)//../_.g
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Date: /Z
Nozzle Subassembly: _" /._'(-_ _/dv._i,.p/_
f
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements end Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
_oo /, _o o, q-o
__0_- .?0 ,30
_0 t _-O i,_0
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
2,_eo
I0, ioo
a.8oo
il li
Notes / Comments
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION
Dec NO. TWR-64216 IVOL
8EC I PAGE C-48a
CORPORATION
SPACEOPERATIONS
General Hardware Clarification Form
I r,o
l :
170
f
, _ I ' r , I ; )"''>:'"_"
I
%
w/ (=
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s): _¢
DOCNO, TWR-64216 lVOL
SEC I PAGEC-48b
3"
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: [] Left (A) [_Right (S)
Assessment Sngineer(s)llnspe-_tor(s): ,--_". _/4/--_'/.__
Description: ._.'_'_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
I Date: ,/_-/:://_ 2-
1
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s): Z:
DOCNO. TWR--64216 I VOL
SEC I PAGE C-48c
CORPO  ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
]BJEVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
Doc NO. TWR-64216 I VOL
i
SEC I PAGE C-48d
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
I_. General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: [] Left (A) Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): __. J_._A.: _ _¢_
Date: /
Description: _ _-,d_' S'o,_, ¢- ,_,_ C)Jc-#." ,, rV'_ -- V ._ -- _ _.,,_ C
Sketch Observations Below (Include locatlons end sizes of sketched features):
I
_A
/i'_ -,_,_..<'o,,u , c_
t 7_:-° - 1_ E
:_-"CC_evC, C.,,_J :_.
F dt,.,,.¢_ ,,_O ,,,o t"_' E,,_
i,
__.
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
I_'VISION --
DOC NO. TW_-64216 I VOL
SEC I PAGE C-48e
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
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Motor No.: 360T028
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): __£j,/c.
Cowl Phenolic Section ObservatiOns;
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-13
Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
I Side: Right (B) Date: ._'//8/_.._
Yes No
J
,/"
Comment #
/,2
Record the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
0.3 . _.._ , _ . _--_3 r_3
1.0 ,,2c,:,_ o _ _;_ ,,_ ,_.j_
2.0 _ . _(_ . ._3 o _ _"
3.0 .2_" .-_" ,_,-_<_ o_._/'
4.0 . ._4 , _"::,:,:,P ,3<_ . _.;_
5.0 .q9 _ /;o9 ._
6.0 ell'* I, Oq _
8.8 /v/,4 .,y/,/_ N/.¢ ,v/,,_
l - ,,r
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No
180 °
Erosion Char
. Z3 . _,d
,3o ._/
.35
,,fO
.40
°d,/
.3?
.#Z
/,03_
/./7,, ¢
,4,'/,4
270 °
Erosion Char
.2O , _
• Z_/ ,_._
loS#
.,,./4
Degree:
Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
/
,. Clarification Form(s)? __ Yes
______No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_Form Page _
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No,: 360T028 I Side: Right (B) I Date: _/'8/<_ "-_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ _:)C//_--
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Record the Forward Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.0
4.0
4.6
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
32.9
34.0
Yes No
Negative Margin of Safety?
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
.32 .7,d • 52 .72 .3_ ,7/
. 3 _ . _,S . ..__ . /_9 . ._ . _ 4
._4 ._=,4 .Z_ ._,=/ .5_, ./.7
• 34 .(,,.4
Yes / No Station:
,/
y,
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
.37
,Sq _,ZJ__
,42
Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
_.arification Form (s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No. (s):
DOC NO.
SEC
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-15
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T028 Side: Right(B) J Date: _//_/_,._
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _/.//_._
Fixed Housino Phenolic Section Observations; Yes No_ Comment #
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? /
B. Ply lifting? /
Record the Fixed Housing Char end Erosion Measurements Below:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
_,arification Form (s)?
Yes J/No
Yes No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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SEC I PAGE C-51
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Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _/_"
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic Section Observations:
POSTFUGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C--16
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes No Comment #
Record the Throat Inlet Ring and Throat Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.0
23.0
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
/ OZ .5£. / 08 .55
/. 07 _ /,/5 .5o
/./4' .-_ /.2/ ,45
/.2_ .5/ /.25 .d.#"
/ /_ .._2 _ .47
/1_ _ k19 .dd
.5a /./5 .44
4f0 .,_ T k_ .5_
._d .55 .7_ . _2
.47 .sd ,Ja .5_
180 °
Erosion Char
/,0/
/.0# ._
/,/2 ,_
J_/ZL ._
4 Z_ .54
/. /_, .55
/.t_ .d4
.?g .5_
.78 ._ /
•55 ._7
.#5 .7o
270 °
Erosion Char
/.// ._3
/.t_7
x2_ .#/..
WED6_ OuT
/. /_, . 5<_
/./5 ._/
/, /Z .#&
./,_
.gs .5"?
.7/ .7/
.d8 .7/
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Station: Degree:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
_._arification Form (s)?
KEVISION --
Yes
__ Yes
' JfNo
|
,/No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
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POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
MotorNo.: 360T028 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Englneer(s)llnspector(s): ,_'. _O"/C._
Nose CaD Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Record the Nose Cap Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char
1.5 A//A A//A/ /V/A/ A//A
8.0 .37 .52 .#5" ?#5
80 .4_ .54- .4_ .4_
10.0 ,5/ d,4_ ;) 64 9 ._'2
12.0 ,SZ .5/ , S_ -47
14.o .55 .52 .73 .35
20.0 .?_ .4'2 /.0_s .4'0
22.0 . /.#3 ._,__S _ .67
24.0 /,<66 ,Z_ /,8,_ ._4
26.0 /-/_ .<_Z /,3, / e_'/
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes /
J Date: 5/2o/_3
Yes No
/
Comment #
180 °
Erosion Char
.3_ . ._
•._<_ ..4_,
.4q .A_
.4? .42
._8 .47
._ .37
.74 .34
.78 .3_
I_ . $7
/,03 ._4
1.._,=/ . _, /
No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
N/_ _/,
._ ._?
.53 ,_1
.4/ ,#6.
•4z .47
.47 ._
•4_ .5z
.ml .##
/_7 ,76.
/. /o .._, z
Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes __ No
Yes _' No
_rification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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Motor No,: 360T028
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Side: Right (B) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ <_J'/C_'
Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rlna Phenolic Section Observatlons:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin materlal?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes No
/
v/
Comment #
Record the Forward Nose Ring (-503) Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station ", 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
\\
Location ",Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
28.0 _/_, ,_,5 /,/5 ,_ _20 . ?/
30.0 .q/ ._,_. ,_,/ ._Z . :'3 .TZ
320 ,_Z ._ .93 ._7 .95 .¢5
270 °
Erosion Char
_o3 .74
• _'7 ._,Z
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes No Station: Degree:
Record the Aft Inlet Ring Char (-504) end Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 o 90 o 180 o
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
34.0 ,_/ ._ ._2 ._,o _ ._._
38.0 ._8 .__ .q-_ ,_ / .9'¢ .._7
39.0 ._ .5Z3 /03 _ ,_o2 ._I
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
• P2 ._3
1,o/ .5_
•92 ._o
Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
-.,arification Form(s)?
Yes __No
(
/
__ Yes _ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
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General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T028 I Side: [] Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date: _J,_'O/_:_ --_'
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _::_'. <_/_.//f_C_
Description: _A_'T _'x',,7" _'_N_ ,_55_=/J,'/,_/- Y
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
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01.77 95.77
_---."L---._89.77
_-_-__ _,_,
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Aft Exit Cone Assembly
_10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 20.0
Throat Assembly
Cowl, Outer Boot Ring A_
i i ' •
o.o,._ F i i f "_
_ 1.0 4.0
_24.0
_ -_,--..._.0 320
Forward Exit Cone Assembly _,=I=_=_""_- 34.0
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F--.---_ Nose Inlet Assembly26.O
22.0 2£
1.5
xed Housing Assembly
\\
0.0' ____
Flex Bearing Protector
¢50
_t Holes
Figure D-1. RSRM Nozzle Liner Char and
Erosion Station Locations
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Table E-I. RSRM-28A Nozzle-to-Case Joint Performance
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD CSF ASF
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
0.0 5.625 4.265 1.360 3.6 4.1
21.6 5.612
46.8 5.610 4.248 1.362 3.6 4.1
68.4 5.617
90.0 5.618 4.930 0.688 7.1 8.2
111.6 5.618
136.8 5.619 4.632 0_987 5.0 5.7
158.4 5.601
180.0 5.621 4.333 1.288 3.8 4.4
201.6 5.624
226.8 5.614 4.496 1.118 4.4 5.0
248.4 5.622
270.0 5.624 4.538 1.086 4.5 5.2
291.6 5.622
316.8 5.604 4.794 0.810 6.0 6.9
338.4 5.624
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
5.619 4.517 i._02 3.6 4.1
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
A BLANK INDICATES THAT POSTFIRE DATA COLLECTION
NOT REQUIRED AT THAT LOCATION
IS
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Table E-II. RSRM-28A Aft Field Joint Performance
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
MDD CSF ASF
2.0 2.755 2.333 0.422 6.1 6.5
16.0 2.754
30.0 2.753
46.0 2.756 2.320 0.436 6.0 6.3
60.0 2.759
76.0 2.753
90.0 2.757 2.269 0.488 5.3 5.6
106.0 2.754
120.0 2.758
136.0 2.756 2.253 0.503 5.2 5.5
150.0 2.756
166.0 2.754
180.0 2.752 2.293 0.459 5.7 6.0
196.0 2.752
210.0 2.755
226.0 2.754 2.329 0.425 6.1 6.5
242.0 2.757
256.0 2.754
270.0 2.752 2.347 0.405 6.4 6.8
286.0 2.753
300.0 2.757
316.0 2.759 2.338 0.421 6.2 6.6
330.0 2.757
346.0 2.754
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
2.755 2.325 ;0.431 5.2 5.5
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
A BLANK INDICATES THAT POSTFIRE DATA COLLECTION IS
NOT REQUIRED AT THAT LOCATION
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Table E-Ill. RSRM-28A Center Field Joint Performance
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD CSF ASF
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.695 2.620 0.075 34.6 35.9
16.0 2.703
30.0 2.697
46.0 2.741 2.646 0.095 27.3 28.9
60.0 2.712
76.0 2.741
90.0 2.695 2.555 0.140 18.5 19.3
106.0 2.702
120.0 2.722
136.0 2.742 2.563 0.179 14.5 15.3
150.0 2.764
166.0 2.710
180.0 2.741 2.593 0.148 17.5 18.5
196.0 2.713
210.0 2.702
226.0 2.709 2.588 0.121 21.4 22.4
242.0 2.724
256.0 2.713
270.0 2.711 2.567 0.144 18.0 18.8
286.0 2.715
300.0 2.699
316.0 2.694 2.593 0.i01 25.7 26.7
330.0 2.701
346.0 2.712
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
2.711 2.591 0.131 14.5 15.3
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
A BLANK INDICATES THAT POSTFIRE DATA COLLECTION
NOT REQUIRED AT THAT LOCATION
IS
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Table E-IV. RSRM-28A Forward Field Joint Performance
DEGREE PREFIRE POSTFIRE MDD CSF ASF
LOCATION (INCHES) (INCHES)
2.0 2.732 2.610 0.122 21.3 22.4
16.0 2.735
30.0 2.729
46.0 2.730 2.568 0.162 16.0 16.9
60.0 2.736
76.0 2.748
90.0 2.750 2.580 0.170 15.3 16.2
106.0 2.730
120.0 2.728
136.0 2.715 2.618 0.097 26.8 28.0
150.0 2.713
166.0 2.700
180.0 2.725 2.583 0.142 18.3 19.2
196.0 2.760
210.0 2.727
226.0 2.732 2.591 0.141 18.4 19.4
242.0 2.730
256.0 2.744
270.0 2.741 2.625 0.116 22.4 23.6
286.0 2.730
300.0 2.728
316.0 2.729 2.608 0.121 21.4 22.6
330.0 2.737
346.0 2.730
MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MINIMUM MINIMUM
2.730 2.600 0.132 15.3 16.2
A SAFETY FACTOR OF 2.0 IS REQUIRED
A BLANK INDICATES THAT POSTFIRE DATA
NOT REQUIRED AT THAT LOCATION
COLLECTION IS
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